PRESENTING THE ONLY RACQUET THAT CAN GIVE MARTY HOGAN 100%.
Leave it to Leach to deliver 100%. And more.

Back in the fall of 1978, we gave Marty Hogan something he couldn’t get from anyone else in the industry.

A Leach Graphite 100. The world’s first 100% graphite racquetball racquet.

Since then, Marty and his Graphite 100 have teamed up to turn the pro tour upside down. With wins in every major tournament—including the 1978 Pro Championship.

And with back-to-back wins to kick off this year’s tour.

Why Marty won’t go to court without graphite.

Graphite is probably the perfect racquet frame material. Ounce for ounce, it’s several times lighter than aluminum. Yet, even stronger and stiffer.

And that translates into extra power and speed for any player’s game. Including Marty Hogan’s.

What’s more, no one’s been able to copy Leach’s innovative technology. So the Leach Graphite 100 is still the world’s first and only 100% graphite racquet.

There’s more than one way to win with graphite.

Obviously, not everyone needs the awesome power of 100% graphite. So Leach created three other racquets that harness graphite’s winning ways.

Like the Leach Graphite Competitor. An ingenious combination of maple, ash, bamboo and graphite laminates make it Leach’s lightest racquet. Strong and stiff, it’s a hybrid that packs tremendous power.

A brand-new breed of Bandido.

Then there’s the new Leach Graphite Bandido. We took one of the winningest designs and—without altering its shape a single millimeter—beefed up its glass-filled frame with graphite.

The result is, quite possibly, our most dangerous glass-filled design.

The Performer still is.

The Leach Graphite Performer was one of the sport’s first composites to successfully marry the awesome power of graphite and the flex of glass. Dark and deadly, it features a modified head, narrow throat and one of the biggest sweet spots in the sport. There’s not a single imitator that’s its equal anywhere.

Number One by process of elimination.

Collectively, our Leach racquets are the winningest graphites on the pro tour. Bar none. With the largest selection of graphite racquets available from any single source.

But then, when it comes to graphite, only Leach can give you 100%. And more. Because only Leach can give you a choice.
Rollout® Bleu® Racquetballs have the same fresh liveliness the 300th time you play with them as they do the first. That’s because AMF Voit puts the zip in the rubber walls of the ball, instead of pressurizing them.

If you’ve ever played with pressurized balls you know they start out strong, but go “dead” quickly. Not Rollout Bleus. You get the same true rebounds game after game after game. And chances are, you’ll buy balls less often.

All that liveliness is easy to keep your eye on, too, because our bright blue is the most visible color on indoor courts. No wonder Rollout Bleus have been chosen for hundreds of tournaments since 1977. And they keep on outselling nearly every other brand.

For a sample Rollout Bleu Racquetball and a copy of our booklet, Racquetball for Winners, send $2 to AMF Voit. Next game, freshen things up.

Santa Ana, California 92704
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Racquetball Magazine is seeking articles and freelance writers. Articles can cover everything from new developments in the game to interesting racquetball personalities. How-to articles, on improving your backhand, returning serves, etc., are also welcome. Please send manuscripts (along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope) to: P.O. Box 16566, Memphis, TN 38116. For further information, call Larry Conley at (901) 345-8000.

Nobody builds a racquetball shoe like the Copenhagen

When it comes to Racquetball shoes the Copenhagen by Patrick stands alone. We were the first to develop a shoe specifically designed for Racquetball. We didn’t take a tennis or basketball shoe and adapt it with a different sole; we started from scratch and built a shoe that nobody has come close to in quality and design.

The Copenhagen is available at pro shops and fine Sporting Goods stores. Try a pair. You won’t believe it!

Now available:
The High-Top
Copenhagen
Racquetball...
Handball...
Squash...
Paddleball

Hundreds of court installations, without a failure, mean proven performance. Here’s why!

**The material** is premium grade 62-P hi-density, hi-pressure laminated court panel system.

**Playability** is true and consistent, with uniform ball action and sound.

**Superior quality** and long life.

**Minimal maintenance**, never needs paint, cleans with soap and water.

**Complete court package** designed and engineered to fit your needs and budget.

**Exacting specifications** and full inspection procedures prior to shipment.

**Dimensionally stable**, structurally sound, non-sweating surface.

**Faster installations**, no downtime revenue loss.

**Resists chipping**, cracking, scratching and marring from racquet contact.

**Highly trained experts** make all installations, backed by double guarantee from World Courts, the court systems specialists.

Call or write for complete details:

**World Courts, Inc.**
554 Main Street, Dept. A
S. Weymouth, MA 02190
Phone: (617) 337-0082
Dept. R
I herewith confirm my cable [to Luke St. Onge] of 1-29-1980, which said as follows: "We would like to become a charter member of the International Racquetball Federation. We exist since May 19, 1978. We do have two clubs. Next year it will be six. Letter follows. With sportsgreetings, Han van der Heijden, president of the Nederlandse [Netherlands] Racquetball Association."

We opened our first club in October, 1978, a second in September, 1979. A third one will be opened in September, 1980 at the Holiday Inn at Leiden. Three others will be opened in September, 1981. Eventually others will come too, but we don't know [where] yet. We had our national championships in 1978 and 1979, and Open championships in 1979. We will have the Open championships coming April 26-27 in our Racquetcenter Westvliet at Leidschen-dam.

There were 48 participants in our national championships last year. The tournament was sponsored by AMP Voit and we used the Rollout Blue ball. Please inform me concerning the new IRF... and what our next step to join has to be.

Hans van der Heijden
President, Nederlandse
Racquetball Associatie

I took great umbrage with the article in your Fall Fashion Issue [see Racquetball, September, 1979], dealing with "The Business of Fashion." [The article included this insert on page 18, which read: "It [racquetball] has emerged from the musty YMCAs. Under these circumstances, people are going to care more about how they look."

As the director of the Appleton (Wis.) Family YMCA, where we have four racquetball courts, highly used and distinctly not "musty," I object. There may be YMCAs which are musty, but please don't refer to our YMCA as musty unless you have come here, seen our courts and health centers, played on our courts with some of our great members and players and found any evidence of "musty."

Actually, I'm not nearly as angry as this letter might sound—more amused than anything else. Because you, like so many others, don't really know all of the YMCAs and their facilities. Some of us suffer from the stereotype of what some other YMCAs appear to be.

Robert F. Brunken
General Secretary
Appleton Family YMCA
Appleton, Wis.

I would like to express my sincere thanks for the attention given to the Women '80 tournament in the [March] edition of Racquetball. I am sure that all of the participants were pleased to get national recognition for their efforts.

I am looking forward, with great anticipation, to the Women '81 tournament, again to be hosted by the Boston Tennis Club, and feel the prominence you gave the article will help to expand the draw and make it truly a nationally acclaimed tournament for women.

Maureen Boulette
Tournament Director, Women '80
AARA State Director
Millbury, Mass.

The [AARA] national Board of Directors recently completed an update of our official racquetball rules book. The new edition does not have a large number of changes, but does eliminate any reference to gender and is a document that will assure safety and better play for amateur racquetball players. This rules book is the official rules book for the newly-formed International Amateur Racquetball Federation. This organization has over 13 charter members, with many more countries interested in joining.

We are currently waiting for the printed copy of the new rules book, and it will be available to the membership as soon as we receive our copies from the printers.

The Board of Directors recognizes the need for continual review of the rules and realizes that changes must be made to assure safety and complete play for the players. We do not anticipate many major changes in the near future, especially to enhance the play of a particular group of players or for individual players. Changes must be made in the best interest of amateur racquetball players and hopefully will come as the result of your input to the Board of Directors.

The Board has a group of individuals who will listen to your request. We encourage you individually to review the rules and submit your recommendations and ideas to us for consideration. Our next meeting will be held [this month] in Coral Gables, Fla., at the National Singles Championships. We hope to hear from interested people and will do our best to represent you, the membership, in all aspects of the game of racquetball...

Thank you for your support of amateur racquetball.

Keith Calkins
AARA National Rules Chairman
Hayward, Calif.

(For more on the subject of rules changes, see page 9)

I look forward to receiving and reading your magazine. Enjoyed your article on the Women's Professional Racquetball Association tournament in Rockville Centre, Long Island, New York. [See Racquetball, February, 1980.] However, I could not understand why a write-up on the other deserving winning players was not listed. Do only the pro players matter? After all, the majority of we readers are the average amateur player. Does not your book boast, "The Official Publication of the American Amateur Racquetball Association?"

Also, how does your magazine get together your listing for national amateur rankings? I know numerous excellent tournament participants and winners whose names do not even appear on your list.

I am looking forward to an answer in your magazine. I have discussed this with quite a few other people, and have found I am not alone in my questions.

Racquetball fanatic
Lehigh Valley, Penn.

(As a rule, we don't normally publish unsigned letters such as this one. However, since the letter raises a couple of points which may be of interest to other readers, we are making an exception in this case.)

To begin with, in answer to your first question, the article you refer to was carried on our monthly "Pro Page." The purpose of this column, as we indicated when we introduced it several months ago, is to provide our readers with coverage of professional racquetball players. The major focus of our tournament coverage, however, continues to be (and will continue to be) the amateur player, with a complete report of an amateur tournament featured in every issue and results from several amateur tournaments listed in our "Scorecard" section.

As to your second question, national amateur rankings are based on results from AARA-sanctioned tournaments only. The AARA encourages all those interested in receiving national recognition to participate in multiple AARA-sanctioned events.)
At Point West Industries, we carry a full line of quality products at affordable prices. Everything you need in Racquetball Supplies.

POINT WEST INDUSTRIES
1555 FAYETTE STREET
EL CAJON, CA 92020
Call Collect
(714) 449-9554
Dear Members,

In October of 1979, the AARA’s Board of Directors established the AARA National Junior Racquetball Council under the able leadership of Ed Martin, AARA Junior Commissioner and a member of the Board of Directors. The AARA National Junior Council is patterned after the United States Tennis Association’s Junior Council, and is charged with the promotion and development of Junior racquetball within the United States. The Council is made up of dedicated individuals whose sole purpose is the development and support of Junior racquetball. We presently have nine regions, and expect to expand the number of regions dramatically after the Council meeting that will be held in conjunction with the Junior Nationals, July 10-13.

The first major commitment to the Junior Council and its purpose has been by Ektelon. Ektelon has agreed to sponsor the nine Junior Regionals and the Junior Nationals to be held in Redding, Calif. This will be the third consecutive year that Ektelon has made this commitment and we applaud their foresight and dedication to the development of the Junior game.

Some may question why the winners of these Junior Regionals will not receive round trip air fare for travel to the Nationals, as in the past. It is felt, and strongly so, that promotional and entry fee monies should not be spent on less than five per cent of the Junior participants, but instead should be spread over the entire field. Many Regional Commissioners have already begun to establish independent fund raising to help defer costs of those who need help.

We sincerely urge those of you who wish to be involved at the Junior level to contact the Regional Commissioner nearest you and offer your help and support. (For more information, see page 13.)

Regards,

Luke St. Onge
Executive Director
Calkins Discusses AARA Rules

EDITOR’S NOTE: The following message is directed to all AARA members from Keith Calkins, national rules chairman.

The American Amateur Racquetball Association has recently published the latest edition of the association’s official rules of racquetball. We recognize that rules must be continually reviewed and changes made to provide safety and better playing situations for all players.

In reviewing the new rules, players will find that the AARA rules differ from those of the United States Racquetball Association (USRA) in several ways. Two significant rules where the two associations differ is in the return of serve and in readiness for serving. As the national rules chairman for the AARA, I believe that both of the AARA rules are good rules, and that changing them at this time is not in the best interest of the players’ safety and would not improve the game. I would like to briefly review the AARA interpretation of each of these rules.

First, the interpretation of the rule 4.7, return of serve. This rule has safety built into the context and still does not allow the server to have total control of the five-foot area in the safety zone (that area extending from the short line to the five-foot line). The key to making this rule playable is the willingness of the referee to enforce the rule during play. The receiver(s) must stand at least five feet back of the short line and cannot enter into the five-foot safety zone until the ball has been served and passes the short line. At that point, the receiver(s) may enter the safety zone to return serve. However, in returning the serve, neither the receiver’s racquet nor his body may infringe on the imaginary plane marked by the short line.

This rule provides the server with ample time to move into position for the receiver(s) return, and in the case of a poor serve, also allows time to give the receiver a shot with a full swing. The receiver(s), however, cannot change the serve until after it passes the short line. Obviously, then, if the referee does not enforce the rule as it is written, the safety of the player(s) may be in jeopardy.

I believe that the server, especially in singles play, has a definite advantage in racquetball and that the USRA rule only increases that advantage. The USRA rule states that the receiver is not allowed to return the serve on the fly inside the receiving line. The AARA rule, on the other hand, allows the receiver to take advantage of the service error by the server by charging a serve that does not get deep into the back court. It also provides for player safety. I personally teach racquetball to over 600 students each year, and I would be the first to favor a rule change if I believed that rule placed the safety of one of these players in jeopardy.

A second rule where the AARA and the USRA differ is the readiness to serve rule. The AARA rule 4.1e, readiness, allows the referee to keep the game moving, but also provides a built-in structure for time between points, side-outs, hinders, etc. The rule states that once the end of play is signaled by “point,” “side-out,” “hinder,” etc., the receiver(s) is (are) given a reasonable amount of time, according to the judgement of the referee, to get ready to receive serve. According to the judgement of the referee, the score will be called when the receiver(s) is (are) ready to receive the serve. Once the score has been called, the server has 10 seconds to put the ball into play.

The USRA, meanwhile, allows the receiver to stop play for up to 10 seconds once in the receiving position, simply by holding his racquet above his head. This can lead to stalling and also result in there being a total of 20 seconds (including 10 seconds allowed the server) between points.

I believe that the game should have continual play and that a player should not be able to stop the play when in the receiving position. And while both the AARA and the USRA rules provide for time between points, side-outs, hinders, etc., I see no reason for the referee to stop play once the receiver is in the receiving position. Once again, if this rule is to be effective, referees must keep in mind the difference between the USRA and the AARA on this point and enforce the rules accordingly.

I hope that this brief discussion will help AARA referees and players in interpretation of the association’s rules. I further hope that each referee will correctly interpret and enforce the rules so that players can play the game and be assured of consistent calls.
SEVEN SPRINGS
Third Annual
Racquetball Camp

Featuring Davey Bledsoe/Wilson®

Here it is—where beginners learn the game, where social players become competitors. Where you can become a vital participant in America’s fastest growing sport.

Under the experienced eye of Davey Bledsoe—teaching pro at the International Athletic Club, Denver, Colorado—1977 Indoor National Champion and 1978 Outdoor National Champion—you’ll work on, practice and discuss the techniques and strategies of racquetball for eight hours a day. Every day for six days.

Operated in cooperation with Wilson Sporting Goods Company, the camp provides individual instruction and analysis on every aspect of your game. Along with videotape playbacks of your strokes as an aid in perfecting your technique.

Four Consecutive Weeks
Make plans now to sign up for one of the following weekly sessions:

Camp Sessions
July 6 through 11
July 13 through 18
July 20 through 25
July 27 through August 1

The Total Resort
Seven Springs offers a ton of activities: a complete health spa, tennis, golf, the alpine slide, indoor miniature golf, bowling, swimming—it’s all here. Slow-down recreation includes entertainment in Seven Springs’ lounges, dancing, excellent cuisine and the invigorating air of the Laurel Mountains.

Six nights of comfortable lodging are included in your Racquetball Camp tuition rates. Come on! Get in the game. Return the coupon for all the details or phone Seven Springs at (814) 352-7777, ask for Jeff Shearer.

The Third Annual Racquetball Camp
Jeff Shearer, Racquetball Pro
Seven Springs Mountain Resort
Champion, PA 15622

I’m interested, Jeff.
Send me all the exciting details.

Name ___________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________________
State __________ Zip __________
The week that sounds good to me is ___________________________
(dates)

SEVEN SPRINGS
MOUNTAIN RESORT
INDUSTRY NEWS

The Newmark Legmaster

A New Twist

If you like to keep up with the latest exercise equipment on the market, then pay attention. Newmark Industries has a new one for you. The Newmark Legmaster is being touted as a "two position, isokinetic exercise device" which has recently been introduced to the fitness market.

Assuming one is familiar with such exercises, the Legmaster, according to the manufacturer, may be used for "...the bench press, dead lifts, back squats, standing row and others." And that's just the vertical position. The Legmaster, which is provided with a "hip pad assembly," may also be used in the horizontal position.

Of course, if you aren't familiar with such exercises, you may wish to contact the manufacturer for more information about the Legmaster and its various uses. The person to contact is Dale Mask at Newmark Industries, Inc., 704 South 10th Street, Blue Springs, Mo., 64015; or call the toll free number 800-821-5576; (in Missouri, call 816-229-5570).

Moving Up

Paul R. Aronson, chairman of the board of Grassroots Publishing Company, Inc., of Boston, recently announced the appointment of Marven Moss as editor of the Northeast Tennis Journal and Racquetball. Aronson also announced plans for the expansion of the monthly magazine's regional base to include New York and New Jersey.

The Montreal-born Moss edited the newly-published Tennis Player's Handbook (Atheneum, $13.50) and was formerly associate editor of Golf Digest and a consultant to the Magazine Division of The New York Times. He lives in Rowayton, Conn.

Northeast Tennis Journal and Racquetball reports on tennis, racquetball and other racquet sports, emphasizing participation and spectator activities plus equipment, travel, fashion, camps and trade news. It was founded in 1974 and was formerly called the New England Tennis Journal and Racquetball Northeast.

Double Vision

Eyeglass wearers, now you don't have to choose between wearing your prescription glasses or protective eyeguards on the racquetball court. Instead, wear both. Guardian Safety Products, Inc., of Danbury, Conn., offers safety glasses which the manufacturer says may be worn alone as protective eyeguards, or over prescription glasses for added protection.

The Guardian Safety glasses, made of polycarbonate plastic, which is highly impact-resistant, are available in either clear or yellow. This, according to the manufacturer, makes them suitable for a variety of activities, from racquetball to hunting. The new safety glasses feature a broad surface nose bridge, side lens protection and a thick adhesive foam brow rest. For more information on the Guardian glasses, which come with a carrying case and an adjustable headband, contact Guardian Safety Products, Inc., 8 Lake Ave., Danbury, Conn., 06810; or call 203-797-1963.

No Slips, No Drips, No Errors

Penn manufacturers are really dipping their hands, so to speak, into racquetball products these days. The newest addition to the Penn Athletic Products Co. line of racquetball accessories is - you guessed it - a racquetball glove.

Made of "genuine deer skin suede," the glove is extra thin for "better feel and fit," and features a non-slip grip, double stitching in stress areas and flat seams to prevent blisters, according to the manufacturer.

The new Penn glove is available in gold color for men, sizes small through extra large; light blue for women, in small, medium and large sizes. Both styles are available for either right or left hand.  

Descriptions of new products are as according to information provided by the manufacturer; products have not been tested by Racquetball magazine.
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**Epilepsy.
It's not what you think.

You do not have to be born with epilepsy. It can result from many causes... viral encephalitis, meningitis, measles, high fevers, poisons, or serious head injuries.

**SHORT LINES**

**Sale of Ektelon Reported Near**

The Coleman Company recently announced it has signed a letter of intent to acquire Ektelon, a racquetball products company headquartered in San Diego.

Ektelon manufactures and distributes a complete line of racquetball equipment including racquets, racquetballs, clothing, related accessories and stringing machines for all types of racquets.

The inventor of the aluminum racquetball racquet, Ektelon also produces models of graphite/fiberglass and graphite/fiberglass/nylon composite construction. They are the leading manufacturer in the country of racquets retailing in excess of $250.

Under terms of the agreement, Coleman will acquire Ektelon for Coleman stock or cash in an amount to be finally determined by formula at the closing.

The company will be operated as a division of Coleman. There will be no change in the use of existing copyrights, trademarks, designs or distribution channels. Upon the satisfactory completion of a business review and audit, a formal sale and purchase contract was scheduled to be executed last month.

Coleman is engaged in the manufacture and distribution of outdoor recreation equipment including such varied equipment as camping and thermal products, backpacking equipment, canoes, Hobe Cat sailboats, O'Brien water skis, Crosman Airguns and camping trailers. They distribute products throughout the United States and Canada and in about 100 foreign countries.

**‘Ecstasy’ Through Sports**

Laurence Korwin was a chubby, accident prone kid who readily confesses, “I didn’t start to use my body in sports until I was 25 years old.” But once he discovered the joy of athletics, Korwin was hooked. In fact, his avid interest in sports has carried him a long way—to becoming director of the Chicago-based Sports Training Institute (STI), which “acts as a catalyst and clearinghouse for new ideas in sports instruction,” according to Korwin.

A self-made evangelist of athletic activity, Korwin has written a book, *You Can Be Good At Sports!,* which he markets as “a program for life enrichment through sports.” The book is aimed at every aspiring sportman, from the lazy and uncoordinated to the supreme athlete. As Korwin explains, “This book combines my own findings and experience with the experience and advice of leading instructors of the world. It is our hope that this book will make it easy for you to find joy, delight and ecstasy from the use of your body in sports.”

On the way to finding “joy, delight and ecstasy” through Korwin’s book, you can also read about everything from how to begin an exercise program to what to look for in a good instructor.

Published by the Sports Training Institute, *You Can Be Good At Sports!* sells for $14.95, plus $1.55 postage and handling, and can be ordered from Sports Training Institute, 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60601. Or, if you are a new member of the AARA, or renewing your membership, you can order the book at a special discount price of $12.95. Just use the $2 coupon which will be enclosed as part of your information packet when joining or renewing your AARA membership.

**Pro Football Goes to Court**

Every now and then, professional football players welcome an opportunity to prove that they are proficient in more than one sport. With that in mind, Natural Light beer and the National Football League Players’ Association (NFLPA) have put together a series of racquetball tournaments for pro footballers.

The series includes six regional tournaments and culminates with national finals in St. Louis. The regionals were kicked off last month in Miami (along with a simultaneously-scheduled amateur event) with players from the Miami Dolphins, New Orleans Saints, Washington Redskins and New York Jets facing off. The second regional was held last month in Dallas, and others, which are scheduled for May, will be held in Chicago, Boston and Los Angeles.

Regional winners who make it to the finals in St. Louis will have more at stake than team pride: Natural Light is putting up $10,000 in cash and prizes.

Natural Light product manager Robert F. Merz said that Natural became involved in racquetball with the NFLPA last year. “Last summer we sponsored a racquetball meet among members of the Patriots, Giants, Bills and Jets,” he said.

NFLPA director of special events Kal Weinstein said that many football players are avid racquetball players because, “Racquetball affords the football players a new way to exercise, to increase leg stretch, to control wind and timing. The players enjoy the game and it is easy to find a racquetball court at which to work out year-round.”

Looks like racquetball has got the ole pigskin boxed in, so to speak...

Juniors to Blossom in May

May and June are the months of growth. From fresh green leaves to litters of kittens, the world is teeming with life. And it's only appropriate that the AARA Junior Regional tournaments – in which the youth of the sport blossom each year – are also held during these months. For those of you who plan to test newly acquired racquetball skills in the Junior Regionals, this month's Juniors' Page provides the following pertinent – in fact, vital – information.

First, you'll want to note that this year travel expenses to the Nationals in Redding, Calif., will not be paid for regional division winners. Instead, all fees collected will be spent on all participants in the Nationals. In this way, National tournament coordinators expect to make the tournament more enjoyable for everyone who participates.

Second, the Junior Regionals will be "open" this year. This means that a player may compete in any Regional he or she chooses, but no player may compete in more than one Regional.

Finally, as the Regionals are being held separately for juniors this year, if you are a winner, you may expect to be seeded in this year's Junior National tournament. All winners of Regional tournaments will be seeded in the National tournament.

Junior Regional sites which were determined as of March 27, are:

NORTHEAST
May 16-18

MIDWEST
June 20-22
The Supreme Court West
3725 West 13th Street
Wichita, Kan., 67203
Dewan Gimes, tournament director
316-945-8331

SOUTHEAST
June 20-22
The Courtrooms
750 W. Sunrise Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 33311
Terry Fancher, tournament director
305-764-8700

WESTERN
June 20-22
Casa De Courts
2183 Benita Drive
Rancho Cordova, Calif., 94670
Jeff Hetherington, tournament director
916-635-7354

NORTHWEST
June 20-22
The Court House
7211 Colonial Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
Gene Gibbs, tournament director
208-377-0040

EASTERN
June 20-22

The Winton Racquetball Club
3120 South Winton Road
Rochester, N.Y., 14623
Nancy Allen, tournament director
716-271-3700

SOUTHWEST
June 20-22
Flagstaff Athletic Club
P.O. Box 1483
1200 W. Hwy. 66
Flagstaff, Ariz. 86002
Jim Garretson and Jack Nolan, tournament directors
602-779-4593

MIDWEST
June 20-22
Flagstaff Athletic Club
Branmar Plaza
Wilmington, Del., 19810
D.C. Lantz, tournament director
302-658-1036

CENTRAL
June 20-22
Lehmann Courts
2700 No. Lehmann Court
Chicago, Ill.
Ray Mitchell, tournament director
312-745-9400

And On to the Nationals...

The National tournament will be held July 10-13 at Kangaroo Kourts, number IV in Redding, Calif. Ed Martin is tournament director.

Some items of interest concerning this year's Nationals:

* For the first time ever, doubles play will be offered in all divisions in the Nationals.

* Redding, Calif., site of the tournament, has a small airport, so Ed Martin cautions those planning to participate to make reservations early.

* Housing for the Junior Nationals: (Be sure to mention "Junior National Racquetball" in order to receive reduced rates):

The River Inn
1835 Park Marina Drive
Redding, Calif., 9601
916-241-9500

The Shasta Inn
2180 Hilltop Drive
Redding, Calif., 96001
916-241-8200

* All tournaments are AARA-sanctioned level five. See page 19 for information.
Their stride is purposeful as they cross the campus of the University. Books under one arm, racquets and gym bags under the other, their casual conversations are frequently interrupted by choruses of “hello’s.” They nod recognition, but hardly notice the numerous admiring glances tossed their way. As they near the Physical Education complex, they are greeted by the usual small crowd of fans who are eager to watch a practice session. Almost at the door, one of them is stopped by a child who emerges from the crowd and shyly requests an autograph. By now it’s all commonplace, they are accustomed to it – they are, after all, the school racquetball team.

Sounds great, doesn’t it? Too bad it’s pure fiction. The current status of the typical college racquetball player is far from the BMOC (“Big Man On Campus”) limelight often enjoyed by football or basketball players. In fact, most racquetballers are not even recognized for their abilities,
except by fellow
team members or die-hard racquetball
aficionados. And virtually all of them can travel freely
without fear of being mobbed by well-meaning fans.
Still, a cursory examination of the 1980 NIRSA (National
Intramural Recreational Sports Association) directory,
which includes over 1,000 colleges and military installations, re-
veals that fully 60 per cent of the colleges and universities listed
have some sort of formal racquetball program. This means in-
struction at the very least, an intercollegiate program at best.
Why then, is there no recognition for the sport?
On all but one college team, official faculty involvement is limited to the required "advisor" position. The exception is Memphis State University's Coach Larry Liles—the only paid, full-time college racquetball coach in the nation.

The fact that even the very good college teams don't get much recognition can be blamed not on the sport or the players, but on the system itself. At most schools racquetball is considered an extracurricular activity, commonly known as a "club sport," rather than an official "team sport" like basketball or football. Typically, club sports get little or no financial support from the schools, which means that team members have to pay out of their own pockets for equipment, uniforms, travel, etc. And though racquetball equipment isn't as expensive as football equipment, the costs can add up: good racquets, shoes, balls, gloves, eyeguards, bags and clothing can easily top $100 to $200 per person.

Travel to tournaments is probably the biggest expense. And in many cases the money to cover transportation, lodging and food comes from the players themselves, or from fund-raising activities like local tournaments, car washes and cake sales. But in spite of the hardships, the teams do come to play—after all, there's no point in starting a team and then not being able to show your stuff against the competition.

The 1979 AARA (formerly IRA) National Collegiate Championships is a good example. Eighty players representing 16 colleges and universities made it to Memphis, Tenn., to battle it out on the courts. The University of Illinois team was fortunate enough to be lent a school van for the trip from their Champaign campus; but gas, food and lodging was paid for by team members. Barbara Faulkenberry of the U.S. Air Force Academy arrived in an Air Force jet. Others were much less fortunate: Dave Clark, of the University of Texas at Arlington, bought himself a plane ticket, and Don Pike of Oral Roberts University had a long drive from Tulsa, Oklahoma.

But to condemn the schools' administrations for what seems like an injustice would hardly be fair. After all, the so-called "major" sports like football and basketball do get the big bucks, whereas racquetball doesn't. The major sports also pull in big bucks through the sales of tickets, programs, souvenirs, etc. And in some cases, the revenue raised by these sports actually helps to support the rest of the athletic department. The club sports—racquetball, handball, volleyball, karate, and the like—do well to raise enough money to support themselves.

It is a tribute to the enthusiasm of the players that the racquetball teams continue to survive, although they do benefit from some help from their schools. At Auburn University, in Alabama, for example, where the team operates as a club under the department of Recreation Services, the school contributes administrative aid in the form of office space and use of telephones, copying machines, etc. According to Susan Nunnelly, assistant director of Recreational Services at Auburn, they have requested funds for racquetball, but the request was denied by the Student Government Association. As for racquetball becoming a formal varsity athletic program, Nunnelly says the chances are slim to nonexistent: "I don't see the school adding any varsity sports in the near future, whether they be racquetball, soccer, or whatever."

The story is much the same at the University of Illinois, where the team is actually put together by the Illinois Racquetball Club. They, too, can apply for funds from the school, but rely mainly on dues and revenue earned from sponsorship of tournaments to survive. Don Webb, the club treasurer, says the members are willing to foot most of their own bills "simply for the enjoyment of playing racquetball." Being able to say you played in a national tournament is a nice incentive, too, he adds.

The U.S. Air Force Academy has no real team at all—no formal or club. Their star player, Barbara Faulkenberry, competes in intercollegiate tournaments strictly on her own, according to Captain William Wade of the Physical Education Department.
There is a mandatory racquetball course at the Academy and an active intramural program (played among Academy students), but there are no plans in the works to put together a tournament-level team.

On all but one college team official faculty involvement is limited to the required "advisor" position. Many times the advisor is in name only and has no specific duties. The exception is Memphis State University's Coach Larry Liles — the only paid, full-time college racquetball coach in the nation. It's very likely that Coach Liles' presence has much to do with Memphis State's well-earned reputation. (For those of you who don't follow college racquetball, the MSU team is to its competition what the Pittsburgh Steelers are to theirs — the seemingly unstoppable, perennial champion.) The 32-year-old Liles is also the AARA Intercollegiate National Commissioner, a post established by the AARA to oversee any college-related racquetball programs and to help facilitate development of collegiate racquetball by providing information to schools interested in establishing teams.

The situation at Memphis State is an exceptional one. Although Coach Liles' team receives none of the glory of the school's football and basketball teams, either of those two teams would do well to imitate his win/loss record. To wit:

- The MSU men have won three straight team titles at the AARA National Intercollegiate Championships, and four out of the last five.
- The women have taken four consecutive AARA National Intercollegiate team titles.
- The men have produced three consecutive "A" singles champions, and four of the last five.

Liles' team is exceptional in their status at the University, as well, for they are not part of the athletic department, but instead come under the auspices of recreation. You see, at Memphis State racquetball is considered an extramural leisure sport. As such, they receive about $1,300 annually from the school, an amount which has not been increased in five years, according to Liles. And as Liles sees it, his team could quickly use up that amount just by traveling to three or four tournaments. Yet racquetballers at other schools around the country would probably consider any amount of funding reason for envy.

And, when one looks at the support Coach Liles has managed to drum up from the local community, it begins to look as if the MSU team exists in the lap of luxury — compared to the Spartan existence of their competitors. Indeed, given the current state of racquetball in colleges throughout the country, it seems incredible that Memphis State can manage to travel to an average of 20 tournaments a year, find sponsors for tournaments, obtain assistance with promotions, gain contributors for uniforms, and even acquire an unofficial (unpaid) team physician.

It doesn't stop there — Liles' unflagging enthusiasm has seeped into other areas as well. The players themselves support the program by earning scholarships through the United States Racquetball Association's National Intercollegiate Championships. The team is self-perpetuating, it seems, because when a player wins a racquetball scholarship by winning a USRA championship, he or she will look to Memphis State as the place to use that scholarship. The Memphis State team presently holds five scholarships: three won by individuals, one team title, and another open scholarship. The three individual scholarships will be used by the players who won them, while the other two can be awarded to players of Liles' choice.

Needless to say, this sort of program has given Liles a corner on the market of recruiting. This past fall, for instance, 29 men tried out for one open spot on the team roster. And, as mentioned earlier, while Coach Liles is keeping his eyes on the young talent he sees at tournaments, those kids are also looking toward Memphis State as the place to go if racquetball and college are combined interests.

The only talent he sees at tournaments, those kids are also looking

Travel to tournaments is probably the biggest expense. And in many cases the money to cover transportation, lodging and food comes from the the players themselves, or from fund-raising activities like local tournaments, car washes and cake sales.

That wasn't always the case. In the early days of MSU racquetball dominance, the players were drawn primarily from the Memphis area. Steve Smith of Memphis won the school's first national "A" championship in 1975. His success was followed and improved upon by the dynamic duo of John and Keith Dunlap, local brothers who together shared three "A" titles: John winning in '77 and '78 and Keith in '79. (See Racquetball, April, 1979.)

To all appearances, then, it would seem Larry Liles has a ride down Easy Street when it comes to recruiting. Not so. Liles faces one problem which affects both his position as MSU coach and his responsibility as AARA Intercollegiate National Commissioner — namely, the Siren call of the pro tour. (See Racquetball, December, 1979.) Some of the best young players in the country want to get up there with the big guys and play for that pro money. And seeing Marty Hogan begin dominating the professional game at the tender age of 19 only strengthens that urge.

An excellent case in point is Doug Cohen of St. Louis, Mo. Doug's older brother, Dan, plays for MSU and won the AARA National Intercollegiate "B" title in 1979. Doug, however, decided to forego the collegiate experience and turned pro soon after winning the boys 17-and-under title in 1979. Doug's competitor in that 1979 final was John Egerman — who turned pro at the age of 16.

Even the winner of the 1979 AARA 15-and-under division, Mike Levine of Rochester, New York, is already thinking to the future. He currently reigns as the New York State Men's Open Champion, and is the youngest player ever to win the Men's Open Division of the Nittany Lion Open at Penn State University. He has announced that he'll turn pro in less than two years — following high school graduation.

According to Liles, these young players don't just leave the college teams wanting, many actually hurt themselves. "If any
Most of the kids on college teams are "amateur oriented," according to Liles. They enjoy the camaraderie and atmosphere of college-level play, the fun of traveling to tournaments together and renewing old friendships and rivalries with other players.

Young players have the opportunity to turn pro, I think they're going to go for it," he admits. "It's just something in the ego. But if they're going to do something like that they need more exposure. Right now there aren't enough pro stops or enough money, and most of the kids just coming in are going to be a turkey shoot for the big boys."

Liles is quick to point out that annual pro stops number only about 10, while there are amateur tournaments somewhere around the U.S. almost every weekend of the year. And once a young pro wins any prize-money, as in the case of Doug Cohen, he is no longer eligible to compete in the amateur events. So instead of being able to compete somewhere every week, the young pro is stuck between the proverbial rock and hard place: not quite ready to dethrone the pro champs and yet not able to hone his skills on the top amateur players.

Even some of the top pro players miss the chance to compete more often. Liles points to three MSU alumni who are now on the pro tour - Sarah Green, David Fleetwood, and Gary Stephens. Although they have been successful as pros (Green and Fleetwood are consistently ranked in the top 10), they still envy the amateurs their tournament availability. "I see a lot of Sarah, Dave and Gary at our Memphis tournaments," claims Liles, "drooling and wishing they could be playing."

Here are some players who think they can handle college and the pro tour, too, but that's an expensive proposition in terms of time, money, and suffering of scholastic endeavors. The young pros don't have the luxury of being seeded as the top players are, and they usually have to be at the stops on Wednesday just to begin the qualifying rounds. Even if they make it through the qualifiers, they've played three or four hard matches before they get to the really tough competition.

Liles would rather see a pro aspirant play at the college level for a year or two (as many professional football and basketball players do), working to gain valuable tournament experience. Dave Fleetwood did it that way, and Liles feels that Keith Dunlap could have too, if the desire to turn pro had been there. "Keith was ready last year, at the prime of his ability. But in spite of being very competitive on the court, Keith just wasn't committed to racquetball as a way of life. He has too many other interests. When the weather changes, he just wants to get on his motorcycle and ride."

As Intercollegiate Commissioner, Liles encourages that "other interest" attitude among all the college players, and at the present none of his team members have expressed an undying desire to go for the big time. Most of the kids on college teams are "amateur oriented," according to Liles. They enjoy the camaraderie and atmosphere of college-level play, the fun of traveling to tournaments together and renewing old friendships and rivalries with other players.

And, in order to make it possible for more of today's college students to enjoy that sort of camaraderie, Liles keeps burning the midnight oil - seeking support. For instance, at present he is working with Penn Manufacturing Co. representative Bob Balink, from Pensacola, Fla., to coordinate local and regional tournaments. The local winners would have their way paid to the regionals, and the regional winners to the finals, thus encouraging more college players to compete, by the draw of paid travel expenses.

Perhaps one of the most promising projects in the works for collegiate racquetball is the possibility of scholarships. Luke St. Onge, executive director of the AARA, is working with Coach Liles to secure funding for a scholarship foundation which would award scholarships based upon financial need as well as player ability. It would operate as a separately funded arm of the AARA, much the same as the AARA Youth Council (responsible for promotion and development of Junior racquetball) now does.

Another factor in the status of collegiate racquetball is the lack of acceptance by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The NCAA is the governing body of college sports and sets up rules and guidelines, particularly pertaining to recruitment. Before the NCAA will sanction any sport they must first be convinced that the sport is accepted at a majority of universities and colleges in the U.S., that the schools are interested and that facilities (in this case, courts) are available. At present the AARA is working with the NCAA and the U.S. Olympic Committee to win recognition for racquetball. If these bodies do recognize and sanction racquetball, the impact on the sport could be tremendous.

In light of the fact that racquetball is played by both men and women, it would seem an attractive sport for the NCAA. After all, with the institution of the Title IX ruling that funding must be equal for men and women, raquetball would cause little extra expense for a school. (Men and women can use the same equipment and the same court facilities.)

The USRA is also directing attention to racquetball on the collegiate level, according to Bob Keenan, USRA national director. Although they do not have a specific department or individual assigned to promote intercollegiate activity, they are continuing the scholarship program begun at last year's USRA National Intercollegiate Championships. At this year's tournament they are also asking participants to fill out a survey designed to determine the status of college racquetball today: the level of play at the schools, whether the program is formally organized, if it is accredited, and so on. "We have difficulty contacting the right people because it's such an informal program at many schools," says Keenan. "But we're trying to get into college racquetball much more deeply than in the past."

With all of these projects underway, one wonders what the future may hold for college racquetball - expanded programs throughout the country, leading to floods of recruiters scouting for superstars to take their teams to the top, under-the-table offers from over-zealous alumni who want to see their alma mater win the racquetball title, scholarship funding so abundant that even top "B" players can get full funding for their educations? Or is this, too, only fiction?..?
EKTELEON/AARA JUNIOR REGIONALS

June 20, 21, 22, 1980*

The Junior Regionals will be “OPEN” this year and players may compete in any regional he or she desires; however no player may compete in more than one regional.

ENTRY FEE:
$15.00 (Limit one event) Make all checks payable to: AARA Junior Regionals (list the name of your regional)
Entry fee includes 3 month introductory membership to AARA if entrant is not already an AARA member.

ENTRY DEADLINE:
Postmarked June 13, 1980. ALL ENTRIES ARE FINAL. No applications will be accepted after this date.
Mail all entries to: the address listed for each individual region (see page 13)

OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT BALL:
Ektelon Speed Flight

AWARDS:
For first three places in each division and consolation. Regional winners will be seeded in the Junior Nationals - July 10-13, 1980.

RULES:
Age as of January 1, 1980. AARA Official Rules will apply. Only amateurs may participate. AARA rules state the definition of an amateur racquetball player as anyone who has not received money (any amount) in a professional NRC, IPRO, WPRA or NARP sanctioned tournament for one year. Validation of age must accompany entry.

Eye protection is necessary to play in any event.

*Northeast Regional: May 16-18 (see page 13 for details)

DIVISIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOYS</th>
<th>GIRLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 and under</td>
<td>10 and under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 and under</td>
<td>13 and under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 and under</td>
<td>15 and under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 and under</td>
<td>17 and under</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE PRINT

NAME________________________________________AGE_____

ADDRESS____________________________________CITY______STATE_______ZIP_________

WAIVER: I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators waive and release any and all rights and claims I may have against the American Amateur Racquetball Association or its representative agents for any and all injuries.

DATE_________________SIGNATURE_________________

SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN_________________

EKTELEON/AARA

AMERICAN AMATEUR RACQUETBALL ASSOCIATION
If you're traveling farther than 75 miles from your home court, the following affiliate court clubs will honor your AARA (IRA) card. Please call ahead for house rules and guest fees.

Listing key: wr-women's locker room, mlr-men's locker room, ws-women's sauna, ms-men's sauna, ww-women's whirlpool, mw-men's whirlpool, wsr-women's steam room, msr-men's steam room, tc-tennis court, sp-swimming pool, r-restaurant, b-bar, sb-snack bar, ps-pro shop, er-exercise room, n-nursery.

CONNECTICUT
Racquetball Spa
500 Kings Highway Cut-Off
Fairfield, CT 06430
203-366-7868
wlr, mlr, ws, ms, ww, mw, wsr, msr, r, sb, ps, er, n
Center Court Health and Racquetball Club
234 Route 83
Vernon, CT 06066
203-875-2133
wlr, mlr, ws, ms, ww, msr, sb, ps, er, n

FLORIDA
Sportrooms of Hialeah
1900 West 44th Place
Hialeah, FL
305-557-6114
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, ms, r, sb, ps, er, n
Sportrooms of Sabal Chase
10660 SW 113th Pl.
Miami, FL 33176
305-586-2677
wlr, mlr, ms, ww, mw, wsr, r, b, ps, er, n
Kendall Racquetball and Health Club
1063 SW 68th Street
Miami, FL 33176
305-586-0600
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, ms, wsr, r, b, ps, er, n
Sportrooms of Plantation
4849 NW 17th Ct.
Plantation, FL 33322
305-472-2508
wlr, mlr, ws, ms, mw, wsr, ms, r, sb, ps, er, n
Jacksonville Racquetball Club
10612 River Road
Jacksonville, FL 32211
904-724-6994
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, ms, sb, ps, er, n

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Tennis Club
653 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02210
617-269-4300
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, tc, r, b, sb, ps, er, n

MINNESOTA
Exercise Dynamics
Old Highway 71 North
Bemidji, MN 56601
218-751-8351
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, ps, er, n

NEW JERSEY
Jacksonville Racquetball Club
6651 Crestline Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32211
904-724-6994
wlr, mlr, ws, ms, mw, wsr, ms, r, sb, ps, er, n
Ricochet Racquet Club
219 St. Nicholas Avenue
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
201-753-2300
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, ps, er, n
The Court House
20 Millburn Avenue
Springfield, NJ 07081
201-376-3100
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, ps, er, n
What's Your Racquet
1904 Atlantic Ave.
P.O. Box 1402
Wall, NJ 07721
wlr, mlr, ws, ms, mw, wsr, ms, r, sb, ps, er, n

NEW YORK
The King's Court Racquetball Club
4101 Avenue V
Brooklyn, NY 11234
212-338-3300
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, ps, er, n

TEXAS
Killeen Athletic Club
405 South 2nd
Killeen, TX 76541
wlr, mlr, ws, mw, wsr, sb, ps, er, n

Thank you for supporting the AARA Affiliate Court Club listings program by putting your club on this page. Your ranks will be joined by more affiliates in the June issue.

For more information on how to list a court club on this page, call 901-345-8000.

We are pleased to announce that Miller Lite beer will be the featured beer of the AARA 1980 National Singles Championships in Coral Gables, Florida.
BECOMING A SPONSORED PLAYER

Please, No Freeloaders
By Charlie Garfinkel

Almost every racquetball player entertains dreams of being sponsored. Think of it—free equipment, free clothing, expenses for tournaments; that would be the life, wouldn't it? But, just how does one go about fulfilling those dreams?

First, you dispense with the notion of a glorious free ride to superstardom. Let's face it—nothing in life is free. And players like Mike Yellen, who make it from top junior player to professional superstar, sponsored all the way (by Ektelon), are the exception, not the rule. So don't let your ego inflate just because...

EDITOR'S NOTE: Charlie Garfinkel is an Ektelon-sponsored player. He is frequently sought out for his opinion of players in his area, and maintains the respect of his peers for his playing abilities. Here, Garfinkel offers some advice to those players who desire to be sponsored by racquetball products companies.
you've defeated some well-known tournament player. I knew a player once who had such a high opinion of himself that he sent a potential sponsor a letter that went something like this:

Dear Sponsor:

Recently I defeated Bill Dabest 21-18, 19-21, 11-10. As you know, Bill is ranked third in Horseheads, N.Y. I feel that this outstanding win will put me in great demand with the racquetball companies.

Because I like your company's policies and equipment, I'm giving your company the first opportunity of signing me to a contract. I feel that unlimited equipment, a travel allowance of $7,500 and incentive bonuses would be sufficient to have me sign with your company.

I'm sure that you'll agree that my requests are very reasonable. I expect to hear from your company shortly.

Sincerely,

Major Upset

Needless to say, the player remains unsigned to this day. It's unfortunate too, because knowing him personally, I think he really might be entitled to equipment and possibly even some financial help from a company. However, his reputation as a "wheeler-dealer," has effectively negated his chances of obtaining a sponsorship.

It's not only the top "A" players who seek sponsorships. In fact, there are also many "B" players who believe they're entitled to a sponsorship because they're wearing the company's products and are playing in a lot of tournaments. Realistically, though, there are enough "A" players around who can give the company much greater exposure through their success in tournaments and their participation in clinics and exhibitions. So the best advice for a "B" player who is thinking about getting sponsored is to start by improving his or her skills to the "A" level.

As for the really top "A" players, they don't have much to worry about. According to Tom Stofko, player representative for Ektelon, the major companies are always aware of the very best players—the top eight or so. And, really, it's the sponsors who do most of the work in acquiring contracts with those players.

So if you're playing well and defeating many top players in your area, you won't go unnoticed. Player representatives will see you and talk to you about playing for their company. You would also be wise to keep a portfolio of your accomplishments, as well as some references from well-respected racquetballers in your area. If you're an excellent player and a good sportsman as well, you will be an asset to any company.

But what about the others, the really good players who aren't quite in the top eight, but could still provide a lot of visibility for a company? Well, according to Ektelon's Stofko, such players should approach sponsors just as if they were applying for a job. In effect, that's exactly what they are doing. The only difference is that their pay will be in equipment.

And if you're looking for a "job" with a racquetball company, one of the first steps you should take is to compile a resume of your accomplishments. After all, you're trying to sell yourself to the company and you need something to show them as proof of your worth to them. For a racquetball resume, you'll want to include your vital statistics (height, weight, age, etc.) as well as information concerning your involvement in tournaments, clinics, camps or anything else that helps promote the sport. The players who are most involved in the promotion of the sport, according to Tom Stofko, "are the best candidates for sponsorship."

Don't be shy; include in your resume clippings of newspaper or magazine articles which demonstrate your involvement in the sport as well as your ability to get publicity. You must convince the manufacturer that it will be to his advantage to sponsor you, that his sales will actually increase if you're added to his staff.

Once you've organized your resume and assorted clippings, send them with a letter of introduction, directly to the public relations director of the company you're interested in. After about two weeks, follow up your letter of introduction and attached resume with a phone call. You'll then be able to discuss your chances of obtaining a sponsorship directly with the public relations director. At the very least, this person will be able to tell you how to improve your chances of obtaining a sponsor.

The key point to remember in all this is that the manufacturer's primary objective is to improve product sales. You've got to think like a manufacturer. For instance, if a manufacturer has a choice between sponsoring an outstanding player who lives in a town of only 500 people and an equally outstanding player who lives in a major metropolis, chances are he'll choose the latter. It's only logical—manufacturers are seeking visibility for their products. And they'll stand a better chance of selling their products if the goods are seen in a densely populated area where a lot of people play racquetball. It's what manufacturers call a better "market."

Invariably, the initial type of sponsorship a player receives will be an equipment contract. In such a program, a player will receive equipment and clothing, but no financial assistance. Speaking of Ektelon's equipment sponsorships, Stofko says, "The equipment player is very important to us. If he is a teaching pro, he's even more valuable to us. Our equipment program is a very important one. I also believe that players must feel the products that they're using are the best. They must be able to articulate and be knowledgeable as to why our products are the best."

Usually, the equipment players are sent catalogs of their sponsoring company's equipment and prices. Ideally, they should be able to discuss the qualities and differences in the company's various racquets, racquetballs and so on. Of course, it's to the sponsored player's advantage to be well-informed about such matters. Because the better job a player does on his initial equipment contract, the better chance he'll stand of eventually getting some financial assistance as well. As Stofko so aptly puts it, "We don't just give away money for tournament players. There must be a sales effort tied to [a sponsorship], or it just won't go."

Aye, there's the rub. It's a popular misconception that companies sponsor players just so they'll win a lot of tournaments and thereby make a name for themselves and the company. It simply isn't true. Even the professionals do more than just play in tournaments. They also conduct clinics and camps, make promotional appearances, do exhibitions and so on.

As I mentioned earlier, manufacturers are looking for visibility, and that means total involvement in the sport—clinics, organizing tournaments, etc. Also, and this is important, sponsors look for personalities. The player who sulks, complains, constantly causes trouble and sports a reputation as a poor loser—or worse, a sore winner—is less likely to gain the favor of a sponsor than the courteous player. (Then again, judging from the antics of a number of the pro players, it apparently doesn't hurt to be at least a little "colorful." See Racquetball, April, 1980.)

Again, once a player obtains a sponsorship, he should keep in mind that with it—just like any job—come certain obligations. Since exposure is one of the key objectives, it's only logical that a sponsored player is expected to plug his company's products at every opportunity. It doesn't necessarily mean that he has to do a constant "hard sell." Just pay attention to details. Like remembering to use the company's equipment whenever you play in a tournament, or conduct a clinic. And like mentioning your company when writing an article (if your editor will allow it), or displaying the company name when being photographed. There are lots of ways to sell a pro-

(cont. on p. 28)
Everyone Wins with...

DynaCam

The World’s Finest
Health & Fitness Machines

DynaCam equipment features:
- Brilliant Chrome Finish
- Solid Steel Construction
- Cardio-Respiratory Endurance
- Improvements In Strength
- Changes In Body Composition

Documented results and years of design and research make DynaCam the perfect weight machine for the winning point.

Call us for full-line catalog, layouts and planning assistance.

- Saunas
- Whirlpools
- Steam

Dynamics Health Equipment Manufacturing Co., Inc.
1538 College Avenue, South Houston, Texas 77587
Call Toll Free 1-800-231-4245. In Texas, call (713) 946-5734

PATENT APPLIED FOR ON MACHINES PICTURED.
MAY 1-4
New Mexico State Championship (2)
Early May, contact Clay Childs for details
505-247-9536

Second Annual MIN-DAK Air Force Racquetball Tournament (2)
TAC Racquetball Club
1401 Dyke Ave.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
SSgt. Ben Beck
701-594-6455/3184

Racquetball tournament for the Benefit of Retina Research Foundation
Playoff Club Beverly, Mass.
Paul Henrickson
617-754-6073

MAY 2-4
Hemophilia Benefit (3)
Kessinger's
2611 S. Mendenhall
Memphis, TN 38117
Don Kessinger
901-682-6661

Delaware State Championships (2)
Branmar Racquetball Club Wilmington, DE
D.C. Lantz
302-658-1036

Missouri States (2)
Westport Spaulding Racquetball Club
Bob Hardcastle
816-268-6527

2nd Annual MIN-DAK Air Force Racquetball Tournament (2)
TAC Racquetball Club
1401 Dyke Ave.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
SSgt. Ben Beck
701-594-6455/3184

Last Blast (3)
Holiday Health and Racquet Club
Odin Rd.
Bangor, ME
Keith Mahaney
207-947-0763

Racquetball Northeast Grand Prix (3)
Shrewsbury Racquet Club
Tournament Director: Paul Henrickson
Tennis Drive
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
617-845-1001

Blue Point Open (3)
Blue Point Racquet Club
Blue Point, NY
Allan Seitelman

MAY 10-11
Downtown Racquet Club
Contact Tom Whipple for details

MAY 16-18
Kansas State Doubles (2)
Hutchinson YMCA
716 East 13th St.
Hutchinson, KS 67501
Larry Swank
316-651-1293

Game Point Racquetball Open (3)
Game Point Racquetball and Health Club
Plymouth, MA
Rick Cash
617-746-7448

MAY 16-19
Spring Thing (2)
Supreme Courts
4633 Trousdale
Nashville, TN 37204
Mike Mjehovich
615-832-7529

MAY 21-24
T and CIAARA Open
Towne and Country Racquet Club
2250 S. 800 West
Woodcross, Utah 84087
Vince Brown
801-298-3231

MAY 22-26
AARA National Singles
The Sportrooms
Coral Gables, FL

MAY 29-JUNE 1
Spring Open Classic (3)
Gainesville Racquetball Club
6916 W. University Ave.
Gainesville, FL 32601
Van Dubolsky
904-372-2120

JUNE
Georgia State Championship (2)
Early June, contact Jim Cullen for details

Western Junior Regionals (5)
Casa De Courts
2183 Benita Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Jeff Hetherington
916-635-7354

Northwest Junior Regionals (5)
The Court House
7211 Colonial Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
Gene Gibbs
208-377-0040

Eastern Junior Regionals (5)
The Playoff
Racquetball/Handball Club
288 Wood Road
Braintree, MA 02184
Jim Daly
617-848-8080

Southwest Junior Regionals (5)
Flagstaff Athletic Club
P.O. Box 1483
1200 W. Hwy. 66
Flagstaff, AZ 86002
Jim Garretson/Jack Nolan
602-779-4593

Midea Junior Regionals (5)
Branmar Racquetball Club
Branmar Plaza
Wilmington, DE 19810
D.C. Lantz
302-658-1036

JUNE
Branmar Plaza
Wilmington, DE 19810
D.C. Lantz
302-658-1036

Central Junior Regionals (5)
Lehmann Courts
Braintree, MA 02184
617-748-8080

JULY 10-13
AARA National Juniors Singles and Doubles
Kangaroo Courts IV
1888 Park Marina Dr.
Redding, CA 96001
Ed Martin
916-221-4405

JULY 18-20
Racquetball Northeast Grand Prix (3)
Worcester Court Club
Tournament Director: Dave Forsberg
Gold Star Blvd.
Worcester, MA
617-852-8209

Yogi Berra/Lite Beer Grand Prix (3)
Yogi Berra's Hall of Fame
333 Gothic Plaza
RT. 46 West
Fairfield, NJ 07006
Pete Talbot
201-227-4000

JULY 25-27
Arizona State Championships (2)
Arizona Athletic Club
Jack Nolan
602-839-0036

AUGUST 22-24
Racquetball Northeast Grand Prix (3)
Playoff-Braintree
Tournament Director: Jim Daly
288 Wood Road
Braintree, MA 02184
617-748-8080
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twinlo Racquetball Tournament (3)</td>
<td>Niagara Falls, NY 14303</td>
<td>MAY 8-11</td>
<td>Mark Eller 213-768-5541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twinlo Racquet Sports</td>
<td>North Hollywood, CA 91605</td>
<td>MAY 9-11</td>
<td>Holly Bona 815-332-9422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Hills Open (3)</td>
<td>Erie, PA 16506</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest Hills Athletic Club 814-833-2468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta of Five Flags</td>
<td>Pensacola</td>
<td>JUNE 6-8</td>
<td>Glenn Burkett 904-478-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Tournament</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>JUNE 13-15</td>
<td>Nancy Allen 716-277-3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Center of Space Coast Open (2)</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK 73120</td>
<td>JUNE 20-22</td>
<td>Ken Smith 405-751-5950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Classic (3)</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK 73120</td>
<td></td>
<td>All Military Championships (5) 405-751-5950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Fitness and Racquetball Center</td>
<td>Wichita, KS 67203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dan Samek 804-424-2303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Supreme Court West</td>
<td>Wichita, KS 67203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeast Junior Regions (5) 316-945-8331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Annual Invitational</td>
<td>Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Fancher 305-764-8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2700 No. Lehmann Court</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nick Elle 201-447-6565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Northeast</td>
<td>Dedham, MA 02026</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Pescatore/Pete Talbot 201-356-6900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Prix (3)</td>
<td>Dedham, MA 02026</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pete Talbot 201-227-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern States Farewell</td>
<td>Dedham, MA 02026</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Pescatore/Pete Talbot 201-227-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland State Singles</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA 23502</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Fancher 305-764-8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic (3)</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA 23502</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Fancher 305-764-8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Championships not</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA 23502</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Fancher 305-764-8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listed were not available by press time; please contact your local state director for details</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA 23502</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Fancher 305-764-8700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We are pleased to announce that for the third consecutive year Ektelon will sponsor the AARA Junior Regionals and the AARA Junior Nationals.

NOW AARA MEMBERS ARE WINNERS WITH

A special insurance program will be offered to Association members.

Look for a complete information package that will be mailed to you on or about May 1st.

Take advantage of the buying power of your Association.

AMA APPROVED
Pressurized! For power to kill! Rugged Gold Label Red, bright Gold Label Blue. Built with exclusive Vittert technology and quality control to make them the fastest, most consistent balls power players can play.

Pressureless! Because that’s the way to build a ball for the control player. Built with the precision that’s made Vittert famous. With a special new rubber compound developed to deliver liveliness with an explosive new off-the-wall sound. Precision molded for controlled consistency to make this new brown beauty last longer than any other racquetball — for score after score, after score.

Choose the Vittert ball and racquet that are built for you. At your club or sporting goods department.

$1.00 REBATE
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

Vittert
710 Orange St., Ashland, Ohio 44805
(419) 323-1511

A member of Brown Group, Inc.
duct without being pushy.

In short, if you intend to remain in good favor with your company, don't be like the proverbial player who seemed to forget just who was sponsoring him. He was seen wearing a Leach warm-up, an Ektelon shirt, Head shorts and Adidas sneakers. He was also using a Voit racquet and carrying a Voit bag. When someone asked him who he was sponsored by, he replied, "Wilson." You get the picture.

It's also a little risky to start negotiating with another manufacturer while still under contract to one of his competitors, although this too is not unheard of. Chances are, however, that such players will rarely manage to obtain the expanded sponsorships which include finances for tournaments.

Still, for those players who are loyal to their sponsor and do a good job, there can be numerous advantages to being sponsored. If they have the magic combination of talent, personality, skill and undying enthusiasm, they might even find themselves included in that special circle of players who are sponsored and also receive considerable financial assistance as well. These players, as Ektelon's Stofko explains, "...are like our professionals. However, they function in their own special area. They have the respect of their peers and give us great exposure. They also have an immense amount of knowledge about our products."

These players are often asked to test or try some new products for the company. Their input is important, as many opinions are evaluated before a new product is put on the market. These players will be seen at the most prestigious tournaments in their area, and in regional and national tournaments also. They're involved in clinics and exhibitions, and manage to get a great deal of publicity for both the sport and their company. In short, they are the real salesmen for their company, and are therefore invaluable to that organization.

Now, to get back to that dream I spoke of at the beginning of this article. If you are one of the lucky few who stands to realize the dream of becoming a full-fledged professional racquetball player, this will interest you. These are the requirements, according to Ektelon's Tom Stofko, that it will take to make it:

1. All-around athletic ability. The player's drive, his agility and balance are all important.
2. A willingness to work at improving his game. The player must be disciplined to practice at length.
3. His own coach. The coach must know what the player is doing at all times and must be able to enforce the right attitude and performance.
4. If the player is a junior, there must be support for his accepting the sponsorship from someone whom the player respects. Parents are especially important in this area.

In addition, Stofko says, "Potential pros must demonstrate their value to someone in the racquetball business. They must have wide exposure for the company." Also worthy of note is what Stofko calls the key to "instant credibility"—a title. At the very least, this means a regional Open title; at best, it's a national championship.

As a pro, a player's responsibilities are manifold:

1. Perform in as many pro tournaments as possible and receive exposure (through exhibitions and celebrity matches) in other national tournaments.
2. Gain exposure on a national level through numerous clinics and exhibitions.
3. Be available to test products, be involved with player-related problems and be able to identify new talent.
4. Be able to motivate and articulate about the game.
5. Be available for direct product promotion ventures.

In conclusion, whether you are looking to turn pro or simply to continue playing on the amateur circuit, it is essential that you realize that sponsorship is a two-way street. Scratch your sponsor's back, and he'll scratch yours.

THE HOLLMAN COURT SYSTEM

The Most Advanced Engineering Concepts in Panel Technology & Design

designed and engineered by the contractor-player-owner of the Northwest's premier racquetball clubs.

developed because no court system available today included the key features we demanded in our own court system.

We Met Our Own Demands

by perfecting a precision machined, pre-cut panel of rigid, inter-locking design that results in a completely smooth and solid playing surface.

by inventing a simple and efficient installation method complete with the technical supervision which allows you to easily incorporate our system into your club design.

we manufacture our products and provide a skilled staff of company sales engineers who assist you directly (no distributors) from initial contact through on-site installation and future servicing.

For further information on the newest and most advanced court system in the industry, call or write today.

THE HOLLMAN COURT SYSTEM
11200 SW ALLEN AVENUE
BEAVERTON OREGON 97005
(503) 641-7766
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o the casual observer, Bob Folsom's youthful physique and the accompanying twinkle in his eye suggest a man of, say, 35, 37 years of age at most. And yet, Folsom's birth certificate clearly states that he is 50.

Perhaps Folsom has found the Fountain of Youth. Or perhaps, more simply, the answer lies in this quiet New Englander's approach to life. It's a life style—and a life philosophy—that emphasizes moderation, physical fitness and a deep respect for nature. The stressful, winning-is-everything attitude that can make a man old before his time has no place in Bob Folsom's life. Instead, like a true son of New England, Folsom prefers simpler pleasures, like chopping wood or taking long walks in the forest with his wife and five children. For Bob Folsom, life is a gift to be treasured, nurtured, enjoyed.

This attitude—that one should get the most out of life—spills over into everything Folsom does, from his career as a physical fitness specialist to his long-time love affair with racquetball. And for the past two years, Folsom has brought this spirit of friendly competition, camaraderie and fairness to his position as AARA president, a post which he relinquishes this month.

In many ways, it was almost inevitable that Folsom would become involved with racquetball. The sport is an excellent means of keeping in shape, and Folsom has a passion—indeed, almost an obsession—with physical fitness. For more than a quarter of a century, in fact, Folsom has devoted himself to the business of fitness. His career—from teaching physical education and coaching football, basketball and baseball, to his present position as director of the "Lifeline" fitness program at the University of Southern Maine in Portland—has kept him involved in some kind of physical fitness program. And even today, although most of his time is spent handling administrative details for the "Lifeline" program, Folsom is still directly involved in the teaching of good health and physical fitness. Three days a week he instructs the rehabilitation exercise classes for cardiac patients in the "Lifeline" program.

Overall, the program involves about 1,300 elderly people, with an average age of 75. Some of the participants have had heart attacks, others are suffering from hypertension and still others are healthy people who are simply trying to get in shape. As Folsom explains, "Lifeline" is more than just an exercise program. It's really a program of preventive medicine. Actually, what we're involved in is behavior modification, trying to find some answers as to how we can get people to modify their behavior...to stop smoking, control their diets, control their body weight and exercise regularly.

It's all neatly tied in with Bob Folsom's deep conviction that the most important thing in life is health—"the health of your family, your own health, and the health of other people." He feels strongly that, "...anything we can do to encourage people to take care of their bodies, to exercise regularly and to participate in healthful competition just makes the world a better place to live in. You can live to 85 and be an invalid all your life. But I've seen people 75 and older who are as healthy as kids. You're as young as you feel."

One way Folsom has managed—and from all appearances, managed successfully—to practice a little preventive medicine of his own is through playing racquetball. Since he first discovered the sport in the late '60s, it has become a part of his regular routine, as evidenced by the fact that he still plays at least five times a week. He happened upon racquetball when he was looking for an alternative to badminton and handball, both of which were hard on his knees. He soon found that not only were his knees more tolerant of racquetball, but so were other people. It was easier to find a game in racquetball because more people were involved in the sport. In fact, Folsom claims, "I haven't seen anything in my lifetime that's as natural a sport for our society as racquetball. It fits into the busy working man's schedule, it doesn't take a lot of time, it's fun and the motivation
is there.” By “motivation,” Folsom means that the game is entertaining enough to keep people interested. Once they take it up, they are likely to continue playing for a long time—as he has.

So in racquetball, you might say, Bob Folsom found the ideal sport for Everyman. And that has worked out nicely for both Folsom and racquetball. Since he saw it as a sport with a lot of potential, Folsom became interested in organizing racquetball at the local level almost as soon as he began playing. When the International Racquetball Association (IRA) was first organized in the late 60s, Folsom volunteered to serve and subsequently became Maine state chairman for the organization. Of those early years, Folsom recalls, “At the time I developed an interest in setting up tournaments. In fact, we had some of the first tournaments in the northeastern part of the U.S., in 1969 and 1970.” Indeed, Folsom’s enthusiasm and hard work contributed much to the development of the sport in the northeast during those formative years. Later, in 1977, Folsom was elected to the IRA’s board of directors, making him something of an oddity at that time. “When Bob Folsom came on the board, he was one of the first state directors—the people directly involved at the grass roots level—to sit on the board,” recalls Luke St. Onge, current executive director of the AARA (formerly IRA) and at the time himself a member of the IRA board. In 1978, after serving on the IRA board for a year, Folsom was elected president of the board.

His elevation to the IRA presidency came during a time of great upheaval and change for the organization. The troubles had begun five years earlier in 1973, when a dispute arose between the IRA’s board of directors and Chicago businessman Bob Kendler, founder and then president of the organization. Kendler’s autocratic rule angered board members, and when the board of directors voiced objection to Kendler’s reluctance to furnish them with a financial statement regarding the distribution of funds earned by the IRA, the mercurial Kendler quit the organization in a huff. The IRA board then proceeded to make the association more democratic, while Bob Kendler, meanwhile, proceeded with plans to build a new racquetball association. Thus was born the USRA (United States Racquetball Association), and also the ensuing rivalry between that organization and the AARA.

In light of this train of events and the difficulties that followed it, it’s not surprising that when asked to name the major achievement of his two years as AARA president, Folsom’s candid response is simply, “survival.” That’s right, survival. Because in the face of two formidable obstacles—the obvious financial difficulties of a struggling young organization, coupled with the specter of well-financed competition from a rival group—the AARA somehow managed to stay afloat. No mean feat, that, overcoming such growing pains. In short, it hasn’t been easy.

“It’s been, actually, a rough half dozen years,” Folsom admits. “Even before I was on the board, the IRA was in serious trouble, due mainly to a dispute with a racquetball company. It was all over the adoption of a ball for our association, something the players didn’t like. Lawsuits were draining us financially. But now we’ve got all that squared away; we’ve brought all those lawsuits to a conclusion. And now we’re organized so we can survive financially.”

Clarifying that definition of survival, Folsom sums it up by saying, “What we’ve done is turn the association around so that the manufacturers and the advertisers, and the players especially, have confidence in the association. It’s alive and working for the betterment of the sport of racquetball.”

Indeed, a number of policy changes have been instituted during Folsom’s presidency. These include the “open ball” policy, which eliminated exclusive ball contracts, and a change in the executive director’s position. Where once the executive director was largely a symbolic post, it is now a full-time position supported by a paid office staff. Thus, the executive director has been freed to handle the day-to-day business of the association—negotiating contracts, maintaining relationships with manufacturers, communicating with state and regional directors. In short, the executive director acts as a general clearing house of information for players and manufacturers alike.

Folsom is pleased with the way things have worked out, and doesn’t hesitate to say so: “Luke St. Onge has been instrumental in getting the thing (the players’ association) going.”

Which brings us back to the other association. It’s an open secret that relations between the two associations are less than congenial. Because of its association with professional racquetball, the USRA gets a lot of attention; and because of its association with Bob Kendler, it gets a lot of money. All this has led to a situation where the USRA and the AARA find themselves almost in direct competition in a number of ways. But, ever the careful optimist, Folsom doesn’t seem to be particularly disturbed by this state of affairs.

“I don’t think two organizations is all bad. I think competition is perhaps good. Because in the long run, the organization that best serves its members is going to survive. And I think,” he adds with apparent confidence, “that if either one of us fails to do that, we’ll lose our membership. Because there is no other reason for a national organization to exist.”
Being a fair man, Folsom is reluctant to criticize what he terms "the opposition," but he does offer one caveat about the USRA. "I think the basic criticism of our opposition is that it's not a democratic organization," he says. Folsom admits, however, that "a democracy isn't always the most effective means of governing. We've kind of proven that [ourselves], because we've made a lot of mistakes along the way. Nevertheless, the basic premise [of the AARA] is that the organization is an association of the players themselves, and they have a vote in who's elected to the board. Then, the board decides as a group what decisions are made.

"Now, with the NRC/USRA, they don't have that kind of setup. Members pay their dues, and they [meaning the people who run the organization] make the decisions. You may agree or not agree, but regardless of that, you [as a player] don't have anything to say about those decisions."

In addition to structural differences between the USRA and the AARA, there is one other obvious difference between the two groups—sponsorship of professional racquetball. And what does Folsom, as head of an amateur association, think about this relatively new development? "There's nothing wrong with professional racquetball," Folsom says. "The problem is that the limelight—all the attention, and much of the resources, both financially and staff-wise—falls on professional racquetball, to the exclusion of the amateur. This has been obvious at some of the national tournaments they've organized where the amateur players couldn't even get in to see the professional matches, without reserving a seat and paying an awful lot of money. We've tried not to do that. We've tried to go the other way, and when we have a tournament, the spotlight is on the amateurs."

All of which brings up the problem of visibility. Professional racquetballers definitely provide visibility to the public, something vital to the survival of the sport. And there's been a lot of talk about promoting the sport through the medium of television which, as everyone knows, did miraculous things for the popularity of tennis.

For a man of such deep convictions, a man who seemingly knows his mind, Folsom has oddly mixed feelings on this subject. He seems worried about the possible effect of television on his founding sport. "As I see racquetball," he says, "the success of the game is that it's a participatory sport. When you talk about television, you're talking about entertainment. Now, racquetball is entertaining when you play it, and it may be entertaining when you watch, especially when you know the players. But I'm not so sure that the real basic appeal of the game is with the spectators." Thoughtfully, cautiously, he continues: "I think the real appeal of the game is when the players get down and do it themselves. I'm not so sure racquetball is a television product."

It's a circular problem, as Folsom sees it. "The problem with television may be that you don't have an educated audience; they can't appreciate the sport until they've seen it more, or had a chance to play it. But there are still a lot of people who don't know much about racquetball, due perhaps to the fact that they haven't seen it on television."

It's a Catch-22 situation, Folsom admits, one that does not readily lend itself to a solution. "Perhaps 100 years from now," Folsom muses, "it will be a fantastic television sport. . . ." One suspects, however, that Bob Folsom would much rather see the sport grow by word of mouth and actual first-hand experience.

In addition, Folsom sees a number of obstacles still to be overcome before racquetball can be televised. Mainly, though, it's the attitude of the players that he speaks of. "Frankly, I've been very disgusted at some of the antics, foul language and poor sportsmanship associated with professional racquetball. [See Racquetball, April, 1980.] And any television you have now is going to cover the pros. It's too bad, because what it's doing is taking away from a terrific sport and focusing all the attention on the individuals. It may be good for television—such as a Jimmy Connors tennis match [being] more exciting than watching Bjorn Borg for instance, because Jimmy's apt to blow his top, slam his racquet down or swear and make obscene gestures . . . That's the kind of thing that's in racquetball to some extent nowadays." But, true to his nature, Folsom believes "it doesn't have to be that way."

In fact, he knows it doesn't have to be that way. Referring to the Masters Singles Invitational tournament he recently participated in, Folsom raves over how smoothly things went. He says there were no disputes between players (who called their own matches), no temper tantrums, no grandstanding. "It's the kind of sportsmanship," he says, "you don't see among the younger players. I'm not saying it's all age, because that's not always true. But I think the younger players who've not had the tournament experience do become a little too emotional, and do take themselves a little too seriously."

Not everyone, though, is like Bob Folsom, who has been described as both "fiercely competitive" and a "fine sport" in almost the same breath. Indeed, Folsom himself laughingly confesses to having lost what he terms the "killer instinct." Perhaps he's mellowing with age? "Ah," comes the sigh and the impish smile, "I think you've got it."

"Age" should treat us all so well.
Some Like It Hot

THE AARA CALIFORNIA STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

BY MIKE HUNTER

Mike Hunter is AARA state director in California.

You know the old saying, "It never rains in Southern California." Around this time of year, in fact, it's downright hot there. Well, the weather's not the only thing that's hot in Southern California - so is the game of racquetball. And at no time was it hotter than during the AARA California State Championships, held at Rocky's Racquet World in North Hollywood.

The tournament drew some 250 participants and was the result of combined efforts by Omega Racquetball, Penn Athletic Products Co., Champion Glove Co., Gatorade and the AARA.

Men's Open

There were classic confrontations in the Men's Open division this year. To wit: the number one seed was bumped in the semifinals, the number two seed had to go to three games each in the quarterfinals, the semifinals and the finals. The scene was set, to say the least, for a real blood and guts tournament finale.

In the quarterfinals, Gary Mazaroff, a Los Angeles transplant originally from New Mexico, faced off with Dan Massari of Lancaster. Game one found Massari on top 19-5 and about to close the door on Mazaroff. But when Massari blinked for a second, there was Mazaroff at 14 points. Things looked ripe for a comeback, but Massari went for the win and scored two more to wrap up game one 21-14. In game two, however, Gary Mazaroff came out shootin' and thinkin' - he rolled and controlled the game to win 21-12. The tiebreaker was a rough-and-tumble confrontation between two control players who threw in an occasional "go for it" shot. About halfway through 15 innings Massari was on top 9-8, and after a few more control innings he went for broke. It paid off. He was leading 14-8 when Mazaroff tried to come back. At 14-10 in favor of Massari,
Mazaroff found himself just a little too far behind to save the match. Massari took the game and match with a final winning shot. Sportsmen to the end, the two players had nothing but handshakes, hugs and smiles for each other after the hard-fought battle.

In the bottom bracket quarters, Guy Texeira, winner the week before in the "Bs" Ektelon/Perrier tournament at Fountain Valley, played his first Open match against number two seed John Woodard of Van Nuys. Woodard looked tough as usual with his explosive power and surprising gets. Woodard's backhand is so powerful it seems as if his arm will pop out of its socket. And with awesome style, Woodard was victorious in game one, 21-11. However, Texeira is not one to give up easily, and game two proved that. In an all-out effort to "go for it," Texeira rolled and ran his way to a 21-19 victory in game two. However, in game three Woodard took control. He pulled out a strong lead and never looked back as he took game and match with a 15-6 victory.

In the Men's Open semifinals, number one seed Bruce Radford, who had won in the quarters over John Hagy of Thousand Oaks 21-13, 21-15, had a slow start in game number one against Dan Massari. Massari was already at 8-zip when Radford's temperature rose to red hot. He collected the next 21 points to win the game 21-8. Wow! Game two saw Massari, still in shock over Radford's first game, control the game with kills, passes and excellent front court positioning. So, despite the shock, the final tally for game two was 21-12, Massari.

In the tiebreaker, Radford led with scores of 6-0, 11-2 and 13-4. Radford displayed his typical grin, while Massari was more concerned with concentration and comeback. Well, it worked. Massari came back with winners, winners and more winners. On a truly unbelievable get, Massari barely touched the ball with his racquet, but the ball still floated to the front wall and ROLLED OUT. He never lost composure as he served at 14-14 and got the point. What a way to win, 15-14, Massari.

In the other Open semis, John Woodard won over Gary Gullette (owner of Center Courts, Van Nuys) 8-21, 21-9, 15-9. Gullette is from the school of control and style. Woodard displays well-balanced power. But power takes a while to warm up, and consequently Woodard lost the first game. Spectators anticipated a Brumfield vs. Hogan type match in the making, with Mr. Control about to unseed Mr. Power. But they were wrong. Woodard came into game two at full speed and passed Gullette, leaving him at 9 points to Woodard's 21.

The tiebreaker didn't slow down Woodard one iota (he must eat protein bars!) as he made his way to a fast and furious 15-9 victory.

So, in the Open finals, John Woodard was pitted against his doubles partner Dan Massari. Game one was Woodard 21-15. Game two was Massari 21-15. To see these two games was to see John Woodard use his super power backhand, strong forehand and aggressive play against the hidden fluid power and well-balanced approach of Dan Massari. Both games one and two were the same in scores and strategy, if not victors. Both players employed all their mental powers of psyching, as well as their physical abilities. In game three, the tiebreaker, Massari was on top 7-6. But when Woodard got his chance to serve, his concentration was so intense you could almost feel it. After a handful of "gets," Woodard had worked his way to a 12-7 lead. Massari then tried for a few rollouts, but Woodard managed to re-kill the kills, and roll the rest home for a 15-7 victory.

Women's Open

The finals of the Women's Open featured 16-year-old Mona Mook of Redding, number one seed, and Sandy Hunter, number two seed, who hails from Monterey. Mook and Hunter had faced off once before in a Monterey tourney, with Mook emerging the victor after three games.

In the semifinals, Mook had a convincing win over Carolyn Koffman of San Diego, 21-12, 21-10. Hunter also had secured a semifinal victory in two games — over Deirdre Gossick, 21-18, 21-14.

It was the smooth action and powerful shots of these two competitors which captivated the spectators of the Women's Open finals. In game one, Mook started out on top with a successful run of six straight points. Hunter came back with a flurry of her own, but it wasn't quite enough, as Mook maintained the lead throughout. Hunter called a close one as she moved in on Mook to 13-15. But apparently it was too close for comfort as Mook then poured on the power and pinches to leave Hunter flatfooted and defeated at 21-16. In the second game, it was Mook's well-balanced attack against Hunter's powerful backhand kill and pinpoint passes. But Mook wouldn't give way and after collecting a handful of points at the beginning, she ran away with the game and match with a 21-14

Women's Open
In the Men's "B" finals, Irv Fellenbaum (Charlie Brumfield look-alike, 1980) lost a well-fought match to Mike Shedd of San Diego. Fellenbaum, of Los Angeles, took the first game with his great control, 21-14, but fell to defeat in the second and third games. Shedd's kills from as far as 38 feet back were too much for Fellenbaum, and the scores of those last two games were 21-18, 15-5.

Almost an instant replay of the Men's "B" was the finals of the Men's "Cs." Michael Lopez went three games with runner-up Vince Iannolo. Lopez won 19-21, 21-14, 15-12. Both are local players on the way up.

Women's "B" featured Linda Moss, the host club's local favorite, coming through victorious in three games, 21-17, 8-21, 15-8. Her opponent, Rhonda Torres from Newbury Park, looked strong, but Moss' speed and power were the difference.

Women's "C" draw, 29 strong, was virtually a two-woman affair. Winner Holly Ferris of Roseville won all matches (including the final) by the scores of: match one 21-0, 21-0; match two 21-0, 21-0; quarters 21-5, 21-4; semifinals 21-13, 21-10; and finals 21-15, 11-21, 15-10. Her opponent in the finals, Linda Lachance, of San Diego, won all of her matches en route in two games also. Still, the final match to three games was very evenly matched. These women will be Open players by this time next year.

Men's Seniors paired Russ Banko against Rich Leiber. Banko, from Santa Barbara, used his power and size to outlast Leiber, a Van Nuys local, 21-14, 12-21, 15-13.

And in the Men's Masters, San Francisco Bay Area favorite Bill Masucci won by injury default over AARArules commissioner Keith Calkins.

The Golden Masters brought out the strong play of Dr. Burt Morrow (father of pro Mark Morrow), as he won all matches in two games with a finale over Norm "Goodguy" Goodman of the Valley, by scores of 21-4, 21-14.

Oh, Those Juniors!

The juniors who participated in the California championships convincingly demonstrated why they are the backbone of the amateur racquetball movement. What a tremendous display of sportsmanlike conduct and good natured competition; recognition should go to the parents, coaches and young men and women whose efforts are contributing to the well-being of our sport.

In the boys 17-and-under division, Paul Algra of Bakersfield swept through all competition, going no more than two games per match. The power game he plays begins with a capital "P." Scott Johnson of Pleasant Hills was Algra's opponent in the finals. Johnson's smooth style garnered him some key points, but not enough. He was overwhelmed by Algra's power, and Algra came out on top with scores of 21-12, 21-4. Still, despite an injured ankle, Johnson managed to play a good match.

The primo match of the tournament placed old rivals Gerry Price, number one seed, against Shawn Fitzpatrick, number two seed, in the finals of the boys 15-and-under. Price, from Castro Valley, and Fitzpatrick, from Auburn, have competed several times in closer-than-close matches. Price mastered Peter Kleinick in the quarters 21-11, 21-9, while in the semis, Price showed power against Eric Banko 21-7, 21-7. Fitzpatrick, meanwhile, played Ken Kramer (Ken with a broken hand) and came out on top by the one-sided scores of 21-2, 21-3 in the quarters. And in the semis, "Fitz" bested Bo Lundby by scores of 21-3, 21-2. In the finals, the Price-Fitzpatrick match had everyone on the edge of their seats. Fitzpatrick's quickness and deft backhand were quite a match for Price's binding serves and "pure" style. Score of game one, 21-20, Fitzpatrick. In game two, Price played control-blast racquetball while Fitzpatrick's dives and gets came up disappointingly short. The result was a 21-13
Shawn Fitzpatrick (left) displayed his acrobatic abilities as he re-killed Gerry Price’s kill shots in the Boys 15-and-under finals. But it was to no avail, as Price won the tiebreaker and match.

victory for Price. In game three, Price was in control of front court, with some “flash” serves and just-plain-smart play, as he rolled home the game, match victory 15-5. Had Price, Fitzpatrick and Algra been in the Open class, this might have been a different tournament altogether. Next year there will be some fireworks for certain!

Boys 13-and-under Jeff Mulligan took the cake from Jess Wilson in the finals, 21-13, 21-8. Both boys faced each other in a tough match, but Mulligan was just too tough, as the rest of the field will certainly attest to. Mulligan’s opponents prior to Wilson managed to score only 2,0,2, and 5 points each.

Boys 10-and-under – these are the potential pros. Starting that young, they’ll be hot by the time they reach 20! Jeff Stark and Mike Vargas, one and two seeds, finished the tournament just that way – Stark on top 21-13, 21-9. (It’s amazing to see how well these guys can cover the court.)

And in the girl’s 15-and-under division there were only four entrants. But they were tough. In a round robin situation Marci Drexler came out victorious. She was number one after three rounds of 42-point games, with a total of 126 points. Sheri Anthony (from the family of a dozen racquetballers) finished second with 90 points. Annette Farace (74 points) and Wendy Comer (52 points) rounded out the girls 15-and-under competition.

The girls 13-and-under and the girls 10-and-under competition was combined. Number one seed Lisa Anthony (not to be confused with Sheri) was upset by power player Janelle DeLugg in the finals 18-21, 21-6, 15-8. DeLugg really blasts the ball, but shows the style and control of a potential pro. Anthony displayed great control and speed equal to the match, but lost in the tiebreaker. The losers in the first round played for consolation, and Lisa Mark scored a win in this match, 21-3, 21-4.

Time Out
Many Thanks To:
Omega Racquetball, Penn and Champion – for the prizes. Also Sandy Hunter and Chris Chinnici for the professional assistance in running the tournament, along with Bob Pfænder of Penn, Ed McClelland and Stan Harding of Omega. Rocky’s Racquet World, with Mark and Becky Ellen and their staff, deserves “muchas gracias” for all the hard work. Also, special thanks to Dick Bennett for the professional photography.

The AARA is growing rapidly, and this was the association’s first venture in Southern California. The success of this AARA tournament would not have been possible without the participants – thanks. And thanks again to Ed Martin’s juniors and the folks from Redding – Nita, Chuck, Monty, etc...
WINNING POINTS

OFF-COURT TRAINING

WOMEN STRENGTHEN ON-COURT STAMINA THROUGH EXERCISE

By Sarah Green

EDITOR'S NOTE: Sarah Green is currently ranked second among professional women racquetball players. This is the second in an exclusive series of instructional articles for women which Green is writing for Racquetball.

For those women who take the game of racquetball seriously, off-court training is very important. Once you reach a certain level of play, you and your opponents are all able to hit the same shots, serve the same serves and make the same returns. So at this point you must look to general physical training to provide the "winning edge." This is where off-court exercise comes in—fatigue has caused the downfall of many a potential victor.

The first sign of fatigue to be overcome is loss of breath. If you are "winded" and thus too busy thinking about breathing, you cannot possibly concentrate on the game. The next logical step to work on is overcoming the fatigue which can set in when playing a number of matches in a short span of time, such as in tournament play. Herein, I recommend some off-court exercises to overcome these potential problems.

It's best to analyze your own difficulties and design a program which will best suit your needs. Remember, the results won't appear immediately in most cases, so be sure to stick with your program over an extended period of time.

One of the most obvious exercises for improving your breathing is jogging. Whether it be long distances or just a mile or two, you'll improve as long as you run at a good steady pace and maintain a rhythmic breathing pattern. You need not run every day, but hardly any exercise will help unless you do it at least three times a week. Personally, I'd recommend running every other day, as it's difficult to start again once you've let yourself ease off the program. Besides, the more often you run, the more comfortable you'll become with a rhythmic breathing pattern. Once you reach a distance which is easy and comfortable for you, increase it.

Another good exercise is jumping rope. Generally, it helps increase your stamina. It may be difficult at first, but as with most things, it will get easier as you go along. For those of you who are pressed for time, jumping rope may be your best bet. It takes very little time and can be done while you are warming up to play or while you are waiting for your court time.

Wind sprints in the court are also good. Just sprint from front court to back court. Repeat this procedure several times.

For those of you who have trouble with your legs or back, don't jog, run or jump, walking can also be good. Don't stroll; instead walk at a good strong pace and develop a rhythmic breathing pattern. As with jogging, you can increase your distance as it becomes easy for you.

Another good way to build up your endurance is through bicycle riding. Whether stationary or touring, you'll need to ride at a fast enough pace to increase your breathing and move into a rhythmic breathing pattern. All of the exercises I have mentioned so far have this one feature in common—they make you breathe hard. And in order to derive the most benefit from these exercises, I suggest you not only get to the point where you are breathing hard, but continue until you have set into an actual pattern. In this way you will gradually build up your tolerance, as the exercises will simulate your on-court experience, in which you are constantly moving and your lungs are pumping hard.

To help you through a long grueling weekend of matches, as in a tournament, it's important to increase your total body strength. For, as we all know, the winners are not only the best players, but also often the players with the greatest capacity for endurance.

In racquetball the most important parts of your body in which to build strength are your upper body and your arms and legs. Two of the best ways to accomplish this are to start a total weight-lifting program and to attend exercise classes. Exercise classes are usually fun because you can be with friends, but many women cannot fit them into their schedules. If you are not restricted by a schedule and can therefore participate in an exercise class, you should be sure to pick one that lasts at least 45 minutes. The exercises should include a well-rounded variety which will work on the whole body. Also, they should not only build and tighten muscles, but should also stretch and relax them.

Many racquetball clubs and most health clubs have some type of weight-lifting program for women. As the concept of weight-lifting is new to many women, you should get together with the resident instructor to set up a program designed especially for you. I am not suggesting that you get into a program to help add bulk to your body—which is a common misconception of weight-lifting—but rather a program to help tone your muscles. One such weight system that works particularly well for women involves the use of Nautilus equipment. However, any type of all-purpose, weight machines such as Nautilus or Universal, should do. If such machines are available for your use, you should check into it.

If there is not a weight center available for you, there are a few good exercises that tone the muscles most frequently used in racquetball. These exercises can be done at home and require little or no special equipment.

The first is an exercise which involves using two small dumbbells. (Your club training advisor can probably recommend the proper weight for you to begin with.) Hold one dumbbell in each hand directly above your shoulders with the palms of your hands facing forward. From this position, doing one arm at a time, push your hand up in the air until your arm is straight, and then slowly return the weight to shoulder height.Alternate arms, making sure you lift straight up with the weight and not out to the side. Do this exercise about 15 times with each arm, then rest. Repeat three times.

To help build strength in the muscles that hold your racquet, take one of the dumbbells and be seated on the edge of a chair or bench with your legs together out in front, knees bent. Place your forearms down on your thigh with your palms up and your wrists just at your...
This type of push-up is done with the use of other surfaces. Your legs and place your feet up on the knee. Take the dumbbell in your hand and using only your arms. This helps build upper body strength while also helping you stretch your shoulder muscles.

Three more good, easy exercises for the legs are toe raises, stepping up on a chair and running the stairs. Toe raises: stand with your feet together and raise up on your toes as far as you can. Repeat this about 15 times and then hold yourself up for about 30 seconds. Repeat this sequence about four times per day. The next exercise is stepping up on a stair. It involves standing at the bottom of a staircase, facing the stairs. Step up with your right foot to the first step and then bring your left foot up to the same step. Now, take your right foot back to the floor and then your left foot. Repeat for about one or two minutes, building up gradually. Start out slowly and then quicken the pace. Running the stairs, meanwhile, requires that you have a flight of stairs of at least five steps. All you do in this exercise is run up and down the stairs as fast as you can without skipping any steps. Make sure you stay on the balls of your feet. (This exercise is very easy to do because you can incorporate it into your daily routine if you have stairs in your home or office.)

Another form of exercise which is very important is stretching. You must learn to take the time to stretch before any type of workout whether it be jogging, practicing your shots, playing or lifting weights. You will do well to get together with a ballet or yoga instructor to design a program for your personal needs. If neither is readily accessible, there are plenty of good books on the subject. When I am spending a lot of time stretching, I find that I tire out less quickly, that I get less sore from playing and that my reactions on-court are much quicker.

Possibly the most important—and most controversial—part of off-court training is diet. (I am assuming here that you are at your desired weight and are not dieting to lose weight, but rather to help build up stamina and to maintain strength over time.) The most important time to be concerned with diet is just prior to and during tournaments. Eating during tournaments is often difficult, especially when you're not only playing two or three matches a day, but also refereeing. You'll often find you are pressed for time to shower and have even less time to schedule for meals. Also, the availability of good food is often poor; hospitality rooms generally leave a lot to be desired, nutritionally speaking. And worse, eating out can be expensive. My personal recommendation is to pass up the hospitality room if the selection is poor, and go out to find some decent food. You'll be better off in the long run.

You must take care of your body nutritionally at tournaments, or all the training you've had will be wasted. Fatigue can set in from lack of nourishment, no matter what kind of shape you're in.

As I'm not a nutrition expert, I will not recommend what you should and shouldn't include in your diet. I will, however, suggest contacting a nutritionist at a local hospital to obtain help in putting together a good diet for yourself.

I recommend not deviating from your regular diet at tournaments. Just eat what you normally eat and you should do fine. The timing of meals must be considered, however. Although some people can eat and then play immediately afterwards, playing on a full stomach is more often detrimental to your game. Digestion uses up a lot of the body's energy, so you'll be pushing yourself that much harder if you try to eat and play too. So be conscious not only of what you eat, but also when.

Many of you will be surprised at how little time these off-court training procedures require. I hope you'll also be surprised at what a tremendous difference they will make in your game. Don't forget, though, that the exercises I've recommended here are meant to supplement your on-court training. If you must make a choice between on-court and off-court training, stick with the on-court training until you have time to add the off-court effort.
WINNING POINTS

THE 3-WALL CHALLENGE
RACQUETBALL UNDER THE SUN
By Kurt Ronsen

Kurt Ronsen, a recent convert to the outdoor game, lives in Brighton, Colo. He began playing racquetball 11 years ago, and is also an experienced soccer player and licensed soccer referee.

Picture yourself with the serve. You hammer a low, hard serve only a racquet’s length from the right-hand wall and just over the server's box. Your opponent stretches for the ball and drives it cross-court waist high. You relax. Setup off the back wall, right? Wrong! Before you can take two steps, the ball is over the out-of-bounds line—gone! Welcome to the “three wall challenge,” the great game of outdoor racquetball.

Playing three wall racquetball is a matter of compensating for conditions. The missing back wall and the lack of a ceiling dictate how three wall strategy is developed. Without these surfaces, one does not have the luxury of recovery or the extra moment of deliberation that you get in four wall racquetball.

Although the dimensions of the court are not increased, a player is forced to cover more ground. And for those players who thrive on defensive strategy, the inability to make a ceiling shot can create a feeling of helplessness that may be even more difficult to adjust to than the lack of a back wall.

Rules in three wall are basically the same as in four wall. Long serves occur when the ball goes over the out-of-bounds line without touching the court. Short serves and faults are the same. Balls hit up high for ceiling shots are out-of-bounds. In addition, local rules may exist where the ball can come into contact with objects like outdoor light fixtures. With these rules in mind, a player is now ready to think strategy.

Shots which would be ill-advised in four wall are more common in three wall play. In four wall, the desired outcome of a cross-court drive is to keep the ball low so one’s opponent cannot retrieve it off the back wall. The three wall player, however, has the option of keeping the ball low or seeking a higher trajectory that sends the ball out-of-bounds more quickly, as long as the ball bounces in-bounds first. In response, the defensive player must position himself at least a yard farther back in the court than would be the case in four wall. This position is the optimum point from which he can move to retrieve a serve or a pass. It takes into consideration the lesson many of us learned playing softball: it’s much easier to advance forward or laterally toward a ball than to pursue it after it has already passed. Without a back wall, then, there is really no other alternative to playing it safe.

The deep court position of the defensive player inherently lends an advantage to the person on offense. Since the defensive player is forced to play so far back in the court, he can become the victim of short, low drive serves and shots. If he “cheats” in close in order to pursue the ball, the person on offense can counterattack with longer, higher passing shots. This characteristic of three wall makes for a fast game with short volleys.

In effect, a cat and mouse situation is created. The absence of the back wall helps the person on offense to better use the dimensions of the court to his advantage. For instance, the server might use a staccato pattern of short and long serves to keep his opponent off guard. (See Diagram A) From a defensive perspective, anticipation of the opponent’s placement of the shot or serve, so as to place one’s self in a relatively good position for a return, becomes the difference between winning and losing.

Reflex ability to drive or leap for a pass can also be the margin of success in three wall. A skillful player can even counterattack with a drive shot from the prone position. The accuracy of the drive is not as important as in four wall, where the other player can wait for it to come off the back wall for a setup.

Similarly, the overhand drive or smash, which is a low percentage shot in four wall, has much more significance in three wall. Since the defensive player will station himself back court to cut off passing shots, the offensive player can take advantage of the situation by shooting for overhand kills. If the ball rebounds too high off the floor, after striking the front wall, it then becomes a passing shot, which is still a potential winner in the outdoor game. The key to making this shot effective is to make it parallel and as close to the sidewall as possible. Incorrect placement can cause the ball to touch the sidewall and angle into center court for a setup. In addition, if the ball has not been hit hard enough, the defensive player can take the offensive by driving the ball for a cross-court pass or a drive down the same wall.
Like the overhand smash, the lob shot plays an important role in three-wall. When the offensive player catches the defensive player "cheating" forward, the lob is an effective counterattack. The execution of the lob requires enough dexterity to be able to place the ball past the defensive player but inside the out-of-bounds line. If the defensive player is able to maintain composure and return the lob, his return shot is often weak or inaccurately placed because of the long distance the ball must travel to the front wall. This puts the offensive player in excellent position to score a low kill in the front court, as the defensive player struggles to regain position. The possibility of passing the onrushing defensive player also exists. Of course, the lob must be placed properly. If the lob is too short, the defensive player is set up for an overhand drive which will be difficult to stop.

In three wall racquetball, the serve is the focal point which usually dictates the tempo of the game. Deep, hard drives parallel to the sidewalls consistently provide winners. This ability to drive the serve out-of-bounds before the defensive player can reach it gives the server a one-two punch that the four waller can only dream about. And when the receiver is "conditioned" into staying deep to avoid being passed, he is then primed to become the victim of the short, hard serve. In short, because the receiver has to protect his flanks, he is susceptible to maneuvers that will draw him out of position for a good return, or even for any return at all.

For the same reason, the three wall Z serve is deadlier than its four wall counterpart. When the Z serve is placed correctly, the receiver has no choice but to return it on the fly. The only alternative is to hope that the ball strikes the sideline, instead of directly bounding out of the court for a point or side-out. This same principle holds true for Z shots that are hit during a volley. (See Diagram B)

Another effective serve is the lob down the sideline to the backhand of the other player. The ball should have an arc that causes it to strike the court just inside the out-of-bounds line. It forces the defensive player to choose between hitting the ball on the fly or retreating out of the court for the return. But such long returns usually result in good setups for the offensive player. (See Diagram C)

When the serves that are particularly effective in three wall are mixed with the serves common to four wall, they provide a diversified array of offensive weapons.

The most important factor is the ability of the server to take advantage of the "expanded" dimensions of the court. More options exist for the server, while the defensive player must cover more ground. The server thus has a clear-cut advantage.

Notwithstanding occasional adverse environmental factors such as sun, rain, shadows and snow, three wall racquetball is an enjoyable form of exercise and provides excellent competition. Indeed, the accomplished four waller, who is accustomed to strategically locating himself at center court, may be surprised at the physical exertion and tuned reflexes that are the requisites of three wall success. Contrary to what one might think, three wall does not destroy the continuity or tempo of the four waller who returns to his normal environs. The key is to be able to shift gears according to the different conditions of the respective games. The experienced player, whose game is dictated by his cranial power, should be able to make the transition with little difficulty.

So if you are looking for something different, now that warmer weather has arrived, seek out a three wall court in your area and take on the "three wall challenge." You won't regret it!
New Court Club Openings

Huntington Beach, California

The Huntington Beach Athletic Club opened recently at 9872 Hamilton Ave., in Huntington Beach, located less than a mile from the ocean. Formerly Racquet-Fun, Inc., a pay-as-you-play franchise, the facility has been converted to a private club for dues-paying members.

The new owners have invested $250,000 in remodeling the club, which features eight indoor racquetball/handball courts, two outdoor courts and two glass courts with adjoining galleries for exhibition play.

For further information on memberships and additional amenities offered by the club, contact general manager, Steve MacWilliams, at 9872 Hamilton Ave., Huntington Beach, Calif., 92646; or call 714-963-0864.

Houston, Texas

Continental Racquetball Court Clubs, Inc., has opened a second club in Houston, located at 14880 Bammel N. Houston Road. The new club is part of Cornerstone, a planned development of 118 wooded acres, which will also contain retail, office and entertainment facilities, a medical center and a major high density residential complex.

The club has 10 handball/racquetball courts, two of which have glass walls and adjacent seating for spectators. Manager of the facility is Marc Auerbach, Southwest region racquetball champion.

For further information on the Continental Racquetball clubs, contact Theodore S. Jablonski, Jr., Continental Racquetball, 100 Galli Drive, Novato, Calif., 94947; or call 415-883-4671.

Durango, Colorado

The Court Club of Durango opened recently at 1600 Florida Road in Durango. The nearly 20,000 square-foot facility has eight racquetball/handball courts, which include two courts with glass back walls and one with a glass sidewall. Other amenities the club offers include two outdoor tennis courts, a variety of exercise and fitness classes, saunas, steam rooms, Jacuzzies and massage rooms in the men's and women's locker rooms. The Court Club of Durango also houses in its facility a complete restaurant and lounge, juice bar, hair salon and pro shop.

Memberships range from full-facility, which includes the racquetball and tennis courts, to memberships in the health spa only. Individual, family and group rates are available. For further information, call 303-259-2579.

Ontario, Oregon

Eastern Oregon Sports club opened last December, but is still accepting memberships. The club is located at 366 S.E. 5 St., in Ontario.

Membership in the club offers complete fitness programs and the use of six racquetball/handball courts, two exercise rooms with Nautilus and Iron Company weight equipment, an indoor swimming pool, two saunas, two whirlpools and other amenities. The club management is aided in developing programs for members by a consulting health staff which includes a physician, a dietitian and a physical therapist.

For more information, write Eastern Oregon Sports, 366 S.E. 5 St., Ontario, Ore., 97914; or call 503-881-1323.

Sports Unlimited gives the investor two ways to play the game

As an investor in a Racquetball Court System you are concerned about the quality of the court system. And, of course, the return on your investment.

Sports Unlimited offers you two quality court systems - our Panel and our new Moducourt™ systems. Both are designed and built tough to withstand the rigors of racquet sports competition for the lifetime of your building.

We have built over 2500 courts and we can do it all for you. Whether it is a 3-court facility for a small town or a 15-court club for a metropolitan city, if you are thinking about building, or are ready to build, give us a call.

Squash, handball, racquetball, whatever the sport, our courts stand up.
AARA NATIONAL SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIPS
MAY 22-26, 1980
Play Begins May 22 8:00 AM

SITE: SPORTROOMS; 1500 Douglas Rd.; Coral Gables, FL 33134 305-443-4228
ENTRY FEE: $30.00 Second event $10.00 (Players may enter two events) Make checks payable to:
SPORTROOMS.
ENTRY DEADLINE: Postmarked Monday, May 12
ALL ENTRIES ARE FINAL. Positively no applications will be accepted after this date. NO REFUNDS.
MAIL ALL ENTRIES TO: SPORTROOMS: 1500 Douglas Rd.; Coral Gables, FL 33134
HOUSING: Miami Marriott; 1201 N.W. Lejeune Rd.; Miami, FL 33126
Reservations must be made prior to May 10th for guaranteed availability of rooms. Normal rates - $72.00
AARA Discount 33%
$48.00 per room, no extra charge for up to 4 in a room. Call 305-649-5000 and indicate
“Racquetball” for discount
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR: Luke St. Onge, Executive Director; 5545 Murray Ave; Suite 202;
Memphis, TN 38117 901-761-1172
RULES: AARA Official rules will apply. Only amateurs may participate. AARA rules state
the definition of an amateur racquetball player as anyone who has not received money (ANY amount) in a professional NRC, IPRO, WPRA &
NARP sanctioned tournament for one year. ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST SHOW CURRENT
AARA MEMBERSHIP CARD or purchase membership at time of registration.
TOURNAMENT BALL: Penn Ultra blue
AWARDS: Given for first, second, third, fourth and consolation. For seeding purposes, please
send record of past accomplishments.

NOTE: Men and women’s B divisions may be limited to 64 players per event. Due to the anticipated large turnout B’s will be accepted on a first
come, first serve basis.

DEFINITION OF AMATEUR - as applies to AARA rules - Anyone who has
not received money (ANY amount) in a professional NRC, IPRO, WPRA &
NARP sanctioned tournament for one year.

Please enter me in the event(s) checked below. Players may enter two events.

WOMEN'S DIVISIONS
( ) Open
( ) Seniors 30 +
( ) Seniors 35 +
( ) Seniors 40 +
( ) Masters 45 +
( ) Masters 50 +
( ) Golden Masters 55 +
( ) Golden Masters 60 +
( ) Golden Masters 65 +
( ) B (non-championship event)

MEN'S DIVISIONS
( ) Open
( ) Seniors 30 +
( ) Seniors 35 +
( ) Seniors 40 +
( ) Masters 45 +
( ) Masters 50 +
( ) Golden Masters 55 +
( ) Golden Masters 60 +
( ) Golden Masters 65 +
( ) B (non-championship event)

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

Mr/Ms ____________________________________________
Address ______________________________________ City __________________________ State ________ Zip ________
Business Phone __________________________ Home Phone __________________________
(Area Code) (Area Code)
Expiration Date of AARA/IRA Membership Card __________________________
Waiver: I hereby for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive and release any and all
rights and claims I might have against the American Amateur Racquetball Association, Sport­rooms, or their representative agents, for any and all injuries.

Date __________________________ Signature __________________________
(Parent's signature, if participant is a minor)

Mail form AND check (made out to SPORTROOMS) to:
SPORTROOMS
1500 Douglas Rd.
Coral Gables, FL 33134
FORM IS NOT COMPLETE WITHOUT CORRECT AMOUNT ENCLOSED
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Q. Why did Sports Illustrated Court Clubs select our racquetball panel system over all other panel systems?

Seamless

A. Appearance

Uniform

Playability

Breakthrough

Design

Unequalled

Durability

Four reasons why the people who own more racquetball courts than anyone else in the U.S. selected the SportsMaster™ court lining system from American Sportsurfacing.

Four reasons why you should take a close look at the most advanced racquetball court system available today.

Four reasons to write us today or call us toll-free for immediate results.

Call (800) 523-0338

Installation and service throughout the United States and Canada.

SportsMaster™ Quality that lasts.

AMERICAN SPORTSURFACING

Stratford Office Building #2
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
(800) 523-0338 or (215) 687-6356

American Sportsurfacing is looking for qualified sales representatives in the US, Canada, and various foreign countries. Please send detailed resume.
RACQUETBALL welcomes all tournaments to report their results. Please list all rounds of each event. Scorecard will report as many rounds of each tournament as space allows.

For reasons of space and clarity, tournament results submitted for listing in “Scorecard” should be arranged as shown in the example below. Entries using this format stand a better chance of being included in the “Scorecard” section.

INDIANA AARA STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Racquetball of Greenbrier
Indianapolis, Indiana
February 20 March 2

Men’s Open:
Finals: John Smith over John Doe 21-20, 13-21, 21-16.

Racquetball of Tater Junction
Monroeville, Penn.

The tournament included five categories of play: women’s and men’s singles, women’s and men’s doubles and mixed doubles. Ten teams were divided into two flights playing a round robin format. Each match between the teams consisted of a 15-point game, win by 2. In every category, a team could earn from 0.5 points in each round of flight play. When all flight matches were completed, the team with the most points won its flight and continued to play a championship match against the opposite flight winner. Ties in the final flight standings were broken by head-to-head results. In all, the winning teams and flight runners-up (playing for 3rd and 4th places) played five one-game matches in eight hours.

Several additional unique features are worthy of mention. The concept of team matches played on two adjacent courts boosted enthusiasm, player camaraderie and new strategy challenges for the sport of racquetball. (e.g. player substitution between matches, line-up changes and scouting an opposing team). The round robin format used during flight play has two inherent values, e.g. elimination of the “bad day” syndrome found in single elimination tournaments and a guarantee for every team of four matches. While teams only need four men and four women to compete, an alternate man and woman are recommended in case of injury to prevent forfeiture. The order of games during a match is left up to the team captains; mixed doubles serving, man to man and woman to woman, is recommended.

Head Racquetball commendably sent Steve Strandemo, fourth-ranked touring pro, to give adult and junior clinics, playing exhibitions and tips on racquetball. Strandemo entertained 250 onlooking racquetball fans with an exhibition game with Al Plummer. Strandemo’s amazing talents of controlled power, ripping serves and superior court savvy bested Plummer 31-9.

ROUND ROBIN STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLIGHT A</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>FLIGHT B</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Racquet Club X</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1. Tater Junction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Manor South Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3. Racquettime</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rt. 30 Racquetball</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4. Manor South Y</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. TennisIad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5. Racquet Club Y</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flight winners of Tater Junction and Racquet Club X competed for the championship. The first championship match was a battle of Titans between current state champion Tim Graves and Al Plummer. In a grueling half-hour game which saw many rollouts and service breaks, Al Plummer (Tater Junction) came from behind 9-12 to win 15-13.

The women’s singles championship saw Marilyn Ross and Jeannine Farrell challenge one another for the coveted title. When the smoke cleared, Farrell (Racquet Club X) had won the battle 15-9.

The mixed doubles was won by Tater Junction’s Mark Rapport and Karen Bernardo, over Bill Miller and Mary Emmanuele 15-3. The women’s doubles was dominated by the Racquet Club duo of Carol Redic and Jan Jones, over Marci DelGrieco and Gail Evans 15-9.

The team championship was decided between the National Runners-Up doubles team of Herb Meyers and Carmen Fellieiti (Tater Junction), versus state champion Emil Scarnato teaming up with Ken Baron. Racquet Club head pro. With the team championship tied at two wins apiece, Racquet-Scaonaro skating and leading 12-10, Meyers and Fellieiti came on to break serve and score five straight points to win the match and championship.

1ST ANNUAL GOLD CUP OF RACQUETBALL
Monroeville Racquet Club
Monroeville, Penn.

The tournament included five categories of play: women’s and men’s singles, women’s and men’s doubles and mixed doubles. Ten teams were divided into two flights playing a round robin format. Each match between the teams consisted of a 15-point game, win by 2. In every category, a team could earn from 0.5 points in each round of flight play. When all flight matches were completed, the team with the most points won its flight and continued to play a championship match against the opposite flight winner. Ties in the final flight standings were broken by head-to-head results. In all, the winning teams and flight runners-up (playing for 3rd and 4th places) played five one-game matches in eight hours.

Several additional unique features are worthy of mention. The concept of team matches played on two adjacent courts boosted enthusiasm, player camaraderie and new strategy challenges for the sport of racquetball. (e.g. player substitution between matches, line-up changes and scouting an opposing team). The round robin format used during flight play has two inherent values, e.g. elimination of the “bad day” syndrome found in single elimination tournaments and a guarantee for every team of four matches. While teams only need four men and four women to compete, an alternate man and woman are recommended in case of injury to prevent forfeiture. The order of games during a match is left up to the team captains; mixed doubles serving, man to man and woman to woman, is recommended.

Head Racquetball commendably sent Steve Strandemo, fourth-ranked touring pro, to give adult and junior clinics, playing exhibitions and tips on racquetball. Strandemo entertained 250 onlooking racquetball fans with an exhibition game with Al Plummer. Strandemo’s amazing talents of controlled power, ripping serves and superior court savvy bested Plummer 31-9.

ROUND ROBIN STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLIGHT A</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>FLIGHT B</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Racquet Club X</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1. Tater Junction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Manor South Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3. Racquettime</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rt. 30 Racquetball</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4. Manor South Y</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. TennisIad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5. Racquet Club Y</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flight winners of Tater Junction and Racquet Club X competed for the championship. The first championship match was a battle of Titans between current state champion Tim Graves and Al Plummer. In a grueling half-hour game which saw many rollouts and service breaks, Al Plummer (Tater Junction) came from behind 9-12 to win 15-13.

The women’s singles championship saw Marilyn Ross and Jeannine Farrell challenge one another for the coveted title. When the smoke cleared, Farrell (Racquet Club X) had won the battle 15-9.

The mixed doubles was won by Tater Junction’s Mark Rapport and Karen Bernardo, over Bill Miller and Mary Emmanuele 15-3. The women’s doubles was dominated by the Racquet Club duo of Carol Redic and Jan Jones, over Marci DelGrieco and Gail Evans 15-9.

The team championship was decided between the National Runners-Up doubles team of Herb Meyers and Carmen Fellieiti (Tater Junction), versus state champion Emil Scarnato teaming up with Ken Baron. Racquet Club head pro. With the team championship tied at two wins apiece, Racquet-Scaonaro skating and leading 12-10, Meyers and Fellieiti came on to break serve and score five straight points to win the match and championship.
GIVE WINGS TO THE WOMAN WITHIN YOU.

Exhilarated. Conditioned. You're keenly aware of your mind and your body. And you love it. You're a woman who wants to set free her inner self.

WOMEN'S SPORTS will show you how.

WOMEN'S SPORTS is the magazine for women who are coming alive. It's the magazine for women at their best.

WOMEN'S SPORTS is about more than women's sports. It's about health. Beauty. Nutrition. Fitness. It's about the development of your total self.

In WOMEN'S SPORTS, you'll read the how-to, where-to, when-to, and who's-who of all your favorite sports. From jogging to racquetball. Tennis to softball. You'll find the facts about new books, products and gear. You'll learn about special diets, hair and skin care tips, and sports-related careers.

But most of all, you'll learn how to become a more total woman through concern for your own physical being. You'll find articles on coming to terms with your own fitness. On understanding how your body can function at its best. And releasing the inner you.

WOMEN'S SPORTS. Just $9.95 buys you 12 monthly issues. Subscribe now. WE'll show you how to soar.

BE AT YOUR BEST WITH WOMEN'S SPORTS

Yes, I want to explore the exciting world of WOMEN'S SPORTS Magazine for the next 12 months (12 issues), for the price of $9.95, a 45% saving off the newsstand price. Satisfaction guaranteed or I will receive a refund for the unused portion of my subscription.

Mail to: WOMEN'S SPORTS magazine
P.O. Box 50483, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Enclosed is my $9.95

Please bill me ☐ New ☐ Renewal

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State/Zip ____________________________

* Canada add $3.50; other foreign add $5.00. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of first issue. Offer good through December 1980.
SANCION YOUR TOURNAMENT THROUGH
AMERICAN AMATEUR RACQUETBALL ASSOCIATION
AND RECEIVE FREE:

- Balls
- Score cards
- Draw Sheets
- Rule Books
- Clinic Booklets
- Tournament programs
- Qualification for World Amateur rankings
- Guidelines of how to run a successful tournament

**EKTelon/PERrier CHAMPIONSHIPS**
Chancellors Racquet Club
Houston, Texas

**Men's Open:** 1st: Jeff Kwiatker; 2nd: Bob Phillips; 3rd: Keith Dunlap.

**Women's Open:** 1st: Gall Woods; 2nd: Janice Segal; 3rd: Jo Ann La Poinde; 4th: Kathleen Farah.

**Men's Seniors:** 1st: Jim Austin; 2nd: Tim Heckley; 3rd: Tom McKee; 4th: Doug Moreau.

**Women's Seniors:** 1st: Renee Hebert; 2nd: Suzanne Storey; 3rd: Sandy Ellermann; 4th: Carolyn Villarubia.


**Men's B:** 1st: Marnolio Poiraj; 2nd: Lane LeCour; 3rd: Brad Clinkenbeard; 4th: David Weil.

**Men's C:** 1st: Blair Davis; 2nd: Peyton Dorsett; 3rd: Ed Rotenberg; 4th: Steve Higgins.

**Men's Novice:** 1st: Stewart Szymek; 2nd: Mike Elliott; 3rd: Mike Patterson; 4th: Butch Jung.

**Women's B:** 1st: Gigi Wigman; 2nd: Nancy Giroud; 3rd: Brenda Wyatt; 4th: Linda Seigler.


**Men's D:** 1st: Edmond Young; 2nd: George Kilmer; 3rd: Mike Patterson; 4th: Bob Phillips.

**Women's D:** 1st: Pam Selburg; 2nd: Marsha Morey; 3rd: Sandy Johnson; 4th: Janice Segal.


**Open Doubles:** 1st: Smith-Chambiss; 2nd: Hinkle-Linton; 3rd: Trent-McKee; 4th: Jackson-Sawag.


**Women's Open Singles:** 1st: Ingrid Kirkland; 2nd: Mary-Ann; 3rd: Cindy Querstake; 4th: Jamie Holt.

**Men's C:** 1st: Edward Burke; 2nd: David Kirkland; 3rd: Mike Calavan; 4th: Gary Meister.

**Women's B Doubles:** 1st: Heinl-Coley; 2nd: Grimes-Hatch; 3rd: Treat-Taylor; 4th: Jeff-Galeo.

**Men's B:** 1st: Dan Hammond; 2nd: Dan Johnson; 3rd: Richard Bradley; 4th: David Norwood.

**COWBOY OPEN**
Colvin Center/Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma

**Women's C:** 1st: Sherry Rawch; 2nd: Penny Drysdale; 3rd: Jill Overhults; 4th: Carolyn Ash.

**Women's B:** 1st: Mindy Scherer; 2nd: Maureen Hickey; 3rd: Mimi Hatch; 4th: Dalene Yoder.

**Men's B Doubles:** 1st: Greg Shackel-Dave Arnold; 2nd: Lanny Chasteen-John Joke; 3rd: Mary-Burke; 4th: Dan Johnson-Dan Hammond.

**Men's (40+) Doubles:** 1st: Pione-Windes; 2nd: Rutherford-Sturdivant; 3rd: Grimes-Potts; 4th: Cawley-Murrell.

**Men's Open:** 1st: Kevin Chambisa; 2nd: Ken Smith; 3rd: Mark Sanford; 4th: Charles Willingham.

**Men's Seniors:** 1st: Wayne Campbell; 2nd: Dave Au- hele; 3rd: Lanny Chasteen; 4th: Billy Thomson.


**Open Doubles:** 1st: Smith-Chambiss; 2nd: Hinkle-Linton; 3rd: Trent-McKee; 4th: Jackson-Sawag.


**Women's Open Singles:** 1st: Ingrid Kirkland; 2nd: Mary-Ann; 3rd: Cindy Querstake; 4th: Jamie Holt.

**Men's C:** 1st: Edward Burke; 2nd: David Kirkland; 3rd: Mike Calavan; 4th: Gary Meister.

**Women's B Doubles:** 1st: Heinl-Coley; 2nd: Grimes-Hatch; 3rd: Treat-Taylor; 4th: Jeff-Galeo.

**Men's B:** 1st: Dan Hammond; 2nd: Dan Johnson; 3rd: Richard Bradley; 4th: David Norwood.

**PEORIA YMCA RACQUETBALL OPEN CLASSIC**
February 22-24, 1980
Peoria YMCA, Peoria, Ill.

**Men's A:**
Seminals: Jim Crock over Bob Schwab 21-7, 20-21, 11-5; Don Durr over Bob Scroggs 21-8, 21-16.
Finals: Jim Crock over Ron Durr 15-21, 21-6, 11-0.
Consolation: Bob Scroggs.

**Men's B:**
Seminals: Bill Motteler over Jeff Laheie 17-21, 21-18, 11-5; Stewart Kirkkae over Jack Fulton 21-17, 18-21, 11-3.
Finals: Bill Motteler over Stewart Kirkkae 11-21, 21-5, 11-5.
Consolation: Bill White.

**Men's C:**
Seminals: Mike Woodcock over Tom Cayson 21-5, 21-8; Robert Wilkerson over Derek Ronnfeldt 21-17, 21-18.
Finals: Mike Woodcock over Harold Wilkerson 21-15, 21-6.
Consolation: Bill Fortune.

**Women's B:**
Seminals: Becca Distirch over Dee Phelan 21-4, 21-13; Judy Schermann over Joan Ylly 21-3, 21-11.
Finals: Judy Schermann over Becca Distirch 21-10, 21-10.
Consolation: Dee Phelan.

**Women's B:**
Consolation: Vicky Labhart.
EXTELEON/PERRIER CHAMPIONSHIPS
Schowler's Racquetball Spa
San Jose, California
February 25–March 2


Men’s Open: 1st: Steve Dunn; 2nd: Al Viola; 3rd: Gerry Price; 4th: Jeff Jensen.

Women’s Open: 1st: Jean Oeschger; 2nd: Mona Mahler.

Women’s B: 1st: Darin Davencinis; 2nd: Jeff Mulligan; 3rd: David Johnson; 4th: Steve Freitas.

COLORADO STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
International Athletic Club
Denver, Colorado
March 6–9

Men’s A A: 1st: Jack O’Connor; 2nd: Dirk Douglas.

Men’s A: 1st: Richard Hauge; 2nd: Dick Screen.

Men’s B: 1st: Kim Koehn; 2nd: Mike Dipple.

Men’s C: 1st: Eimer Arnold; 2nd: Terry McRae.

Men’s CC: 1st: David Pope; 2nd: Collin Connor.

Men’s C: 1st: Richard Tarde; 2nd: Wayne Chojnacki.

Men’s Seniors: 1st: Ed Cosgreq; 2nd: Toby Manz.


Women’s A: 1st: Barb Faulkenberry; 2nd: Lydia Emeric.

Women’s B: 1st: Sue Lang; 2nd: Barb Bergin.

Women’s C: 1st: Marcy Abling; 2nd: Lynnette Mott.


UNION TRUST/MARCH OF D I M E S
RACQUETBALL OPEN
New Haven, Connecticut

Men’s Noises:


Men’s C:


Men’s B:


Men’s Open:


Men’s Open Doubles:


Finals: Luf F Yee over Panarella Maturah 15–3, 15–12.

Men’s B & C Doubles:

Semi-finals: Aquino-Alberti over Wilson-Hwine 15–8, 15–8; Peterson-Tutano over Mac Lane-Manone 21–9, 21–8.


Men’s Seniors:


Men’s Masters:

Semi-finals: Rizzo over Sousa 21–14, 21–6; Permines over Melzer 21–9, 10–21, 11–2.

Finals: Rizzo over Permines 21–12, 21–11.

Women’s Noises:


Finals: Cleaver over Finn 21–5, 21–9.

Women’s C:


Women’s B:


Finals: Vankampen over Amiot 21–20, 21–18.
Racquetball requires strength, flexibility, muscular endurance, and cardiovascular ability. Only Nautilus provides the means and scientifically based training concepts capable of meeting these demands.

the Ultimate Equipment for Racquetball

Nautilus SPORTS/MEDICAL INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 1783 • DeLand, Florida 32720 • Telephone (904) 228-2884
SEAMCO
"BLUE 600"
A Smashing New Idea
in a Racquetball!

It's Official...
It's the Racquetball adopted by the

This new pressureless ball has the look and performance of a champion. Off the wall, "Blue 600" responds with a consistent bounce, coupled with lively action—play after play. Whether you play with a power game or a ceiling game, you are always in control. Brilliant blue color gives it high indoor visibility, too. Has the unique distinction of bearing the seal of the USRA. And that's official.

Next time, put Seamco "Blue 600" into play and see what it does for your game. It's a blast! It's the ball control players can appreciate!

IF IT BOUNCES SEAMCO MAKES IT... OFFICIAL

Seamco Sporting Goods, La Grange, GA 30240
Division of Dart Industries, Inc.
Call toll free 1-800-247-8111

Copyright ©1979 Dart Industries, Inc.
PREPARED BY DORAN ADVERTISING INC. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Hilecher, Harding, Yellen, Schmidtke: Ektelon has a name to fit your game.

Ektelon presents four outstanding aluminum racquets that match the game styles of racquetball's top professionals.

The Hilecher™, with Ektelon's largest hitting surface, is for power players. Patented milled head adds balance and control.

Ektelon created the shorter (17 3/4"), lighter (250 grams) Jennifer Harding™ for women players. Available in four handle sizes including Super Small (3 11/16").

The new Mike Yellen Flex™ is a more flexible racquet. I-beam frame extrusion provides pinpoint control and accuracy.

The XL™ Bill Schmidtke, Ektelon's longest racquet (18-7/8''), provides exceptional reach and power. Alcoa 7003 aluminum adds strength.

Whatever your game, Ektelon has a style of racquet to fit your style of play. So pick up an Ektelon. Four great professionals already have.

Ask for the new Ektelon SpeedFlite™ racquetball. Featuring truer bounce, ideal speed, and perfect flight.

Ektelon
The Most Recommended Racquet in Racquetball.

*Research results available from Ektelon.
All Ektelon racquetball racquets are manufactured by Ektelon in San Diego, CA. Hilecher and Schmidtke are registered trademarks of Ektelon, San Diego, CA. Harding, Jennifer Harding and Mike Yellen Flex are trademarks of Ektelon, San Diego, CA.